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in luce tua
Looking Back and Thinking Ahead
2008-2009 ACADEMIC YEAR HAS COME TO
a close. Spring classes are over, grades are
in, and the graduating class has received its
charge. A few students linger for summer classes
or internships, but campus is settling in for a quiet
summer. After the year we've had, a quiet summer
is exactly what we need. This has been a year like
few others in the university's history, and it is fitting
that The Cresset should recognize the accomplishments of its host institution.
Valparaiso University has just wrapped up a
year-long celebration of its 150th anniversary. In recognition of the century and a half of service given
by her faculty, staff, and students, the university put
together a calendar filled with symposia, exhibits,
performances, the dedication of the Harre Union, a
gala dinner, and many more gatherings on campus
and around the country.
One event of particular importance was the
inauguration of Mark A. Heckler as the university's eighteenth president. On 17 October 2008, the
campus community gathered in the Chapel of the
Resurrection to wish our new president well as he
formally took office. The text of the new president's
(and also our new publisher's) inaugural address
can be found on page twenty-four of this issue.
So it's been an important year for Valpo, a time
to look back on the accomplishments of our past
and to prepare for our future. As times change,
higher education must change with them. Even a
small, Lutheran university like Valparaiso finds
itself ever more engaged with the world. Students
come to Valpo from-and go from Valpo to-places
all over the world. They bring the diversity of their
experiences and beliefs to us, as we offer ours to
them. A lifetime of learning now entails a lifetime of
encountering and engaging people with faiths and
values very different from our own. And the changing world also means that, we must understand

T

HE

how developments in the new global economy can
affect us as an institution, and we must prepare our
students to compete in that economy.
The essays in this issue of The Cresset highlight
a few of the events held on campus over this past
year, and they encourage us to think about the
new opportunities and challenges that Valparaiso
University-and all other institutions of higher
education-will face in the years to come.
In "Love Made Me an Inventor" (page 6), L.
Gregory Jones, Dean of Duke Divinity School, offers
guidance on how to sustain a sense of Christian
vocation in the contemporary world. Prof. Jones's
essay originally was presented on 12 February 2009
as the 2009 Albert G. Huegli Lecture on ChurchRelated Higher Education.
In "The Return of Religion" (page 15), Lamin
Sanneh, a professor at Yale Divinity School, looks at
how the Christian faith is adjusting to a post-Cold
War world. Prof. Sanneh's essay is a revised version
of a lecture he gave to an academic symposium held
on 15 October 2008 in honor of President Heckler's
inauguration.
And in "Immigration, Identity, and Space" (page
30), Valparaiso University's George Pati presents an
ethnographic study of a flourishing community
of Indian-Hindu immigrants living in Northwest
Indiana.
These essays offer an overview of just a few of
the changes happening in the world, in our faith,
and in our communities. As Valpo remembers its
past and plans for its future, we will respond to
these changes and find new ways to prepare our
students for lives of service to church and society
over the next one hundred and fifty years. 'f
-JPO

"Love Made Me an Inventor"
Nurturing Christian Vocation
L. Gregory Jones

W

HEN

I

WAS FIRST ASKED TO DELIVER THIS

lecture, now about a year ago, the question I was asked to address was, "Is it
possible to sustain a sense of Christian vocation in
the contemporary world?" A year ago, that question,
I think, had as much to do with a sense of the world
in which we then lived, in which people saw themselves wanting to go to Wall Street or to go into vocations of law and medicine and business. We were
asking if there was a place for Christian vocation in
a world where everything seemed to be moving in
the direction of these professions. A lot can change
in a year, or even in the course of just a few months.
The way I now would respond to this question is to
say that it is not only possible, but it is more urgent
than ever-for the sake of the culture in which we
live and sustaining fulfilling and flourishing human
life and flourishing human communities-not only
that Christian vocation be articulated and lived,
but that there also be vibrant Christian institutions
capable of being bearers of that tradition, incubators
of leadership, and laboratories of learning.
The economic crisis that hit us last fall and that is
now confronting us in profound ways has returned
questions of Christian vocation and Christian character to the center of our culture. So let me begin
by taking you back just a few months. In late
September 2008, my wife and I had been asked to
speak in New Canaan, Connecticut, to a group of
businessmen on the topic of ambition for the gospel. Two days before we arrived for the presentation, the financial-services firm Lehman Brothers
went under. The crisis had hit Wall Street, and by
the time we arrived, forty-eight hours later, houses
already were for sale, people were losing jobs, the
House of Representatives was considering a bailout
bill- and initially rejecting it- and everything was
imploding. The night before our talk, the people
who had invited Susan and me said, "Would you
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mind talking about how you sustain a life when
everything is crashing down around you?" It's a
good thing that both my wife and I are preachers.
We're used to having to improvise, and so the topic
of the conversation changed. But even then, no one,
I think, really believed that the world was changing
quite as dramatically as it now appears to be.
The question that we are now beginning to grapple with is the one the psalmist asks in the eleventh
psalm: When the foundations have been destroyed, what
will the righteous do? We now have a sense that the
foundations have been shattered if not destroyed,
that we are not just dealing with a financial crisis,
we are dealing with cultural challenges and shifts
maybe of tectonic proportions, and the questions
that we have to raise are fundamental ones.
In early October, after the financial crisis
had begun to hit, I was at a number of meetings with leaders of other Christian institutions,
and over and over again people were beginning to speak with anxiety-especially the leaders of some of the smaller Christian institutions,
small free-standing seminaries, small colleges,
institutions that don't have much margin, many
reserves-wondering whether they could make
it through the academic year, much less beyond.
And so, as part of our Leadership Education at
Duke Divinity School (an initiative supported by
the Lilly Endowment), we convened a group of
Christian institutional leaders to talk about the
question of what it means to lead Christianly in
a time of economic challenge. We gathered about
thirty-five people in mid-December. I thought the
most important thing we could do would be to
get some people who really understood financial
issues to come and give a briefing before we grappled with the challenges of leading Christianly. I
asked a colleague of mine who is a professor of
international finance at Duke to come and spend

an hour talking to these people who lead fragile
institutions about the economic crisis.
So he came. Everybody was waiting for his
forecast, and he spent the first half of his presentation talking about the economic challenges, offering sage advice, predictions about how long into
2009 and 2010 the downturn was likely to last, and
talking about the number of jobs likely to be lost.
But then, about halfway into the presentation, he
stopped and he said, "I'll be glad to answer any
questions in a few minutes about all those economic
forecasts, but I want to say something else to you
all." He said, ''You all need to realize that the fundamental problem that we're wrestling with here is
an issue of greed." He added, "We're talking about
a failure of character among our economic, political,
and cultural leaders in this context, and it is crucial
that people in positions like you, who lead Christian
institutions, step up and start talking about the centrality of character."
You could have heard a pin drop.
These were leaders of small, fragile institutions, who a year ago were asking questions like,
Is it possible to sustain a Christian vocation in the
contemporary world, when so many people want to
go to Wall Street to make enough money to retire
at thirty-five? And here was a distinguished professor at one of the country's leading business schools
challenging us to step up to the plate and begin talking about Christian character again. It was as if a
challenge had come from an alien world, but it was
a challenge calling for the return of the central questions of Christian vocation: What does it mean to
live a good life, a faithful life that is trustworthy and
honest and truthful and courageous?
I HAVE IN THIS TIME IS
that we are going to batten down the hatches
and just figure out how to ride out the storm,
that we will get as many people on to the ark as we
can for the next several years and then see where
we are. And yet, the deeper challenge that we face
is how we are going to be faithful Christian leaders
in these transitional times. We must not respond by
hunkering down but by reclaiming a vision that has
been given to us by God, enabling us to get ahead
of the curve and to help prepare our institutions
and the wider culture for the vision that we need
to have. I dare say that, by and large, institutions

T

HE GREATEST WORRY THAT

like Valparaiso University are better positioned
than places like Duke to wrestle with those kinds
of questions.
Christians in America have been at our best
during such uncertain, unstable times. Valparaiso
University was not founded at a time when America
was at its peak but in the midst of a cultural crisis on
the eve of the Civil War. Many other institutions were
founded in the early 1800s in the midst of a communications and transportation revolution and in
the midst of a different kind of banking crisis. Duke
University was founded in the 1920s, and undertook its first growth from 1928-1932, not exactly the
best timing for a fundraising campaign. And yet,
that is when Duke Chapel, the central architectural
and spiritual center of Duke University was built.
Its cornerstone is dated 1930. Christians have had
a long tradition of undertaking some of our most
creative, entrepreneurial initiatives in education, in
health, and in other areas of human need, not when
the signs were best, but when the challenges were
greatest.
The most significant way for Christians and for
Christian institutions to live out our vocations is to
become bold in envisioning the future, perhaps in
different ways than in the past but in ways that are
faithful and continuous with what we have received.
What would that look like? I want to suggest that
we have to reclaim a set of themes that have been
at the heart of the best understandings of Christian
vocation. Christian vocation is focused not primarily (as it has so often been understood in narrow
circles and particularly by people like me who represent seminaries trying to increase enrollment) on
full-time ordained ministry. That is not the primary
focus of the Christian vocation; that is a specific kind
of Christian vocation, but it is secondary. At the
heart of Christian vocation is the purpose, the telos,
of cultivating ways of life in the world that nourish
and cultivate thriving, flourishing Christian communities that bear witness as signs, instruments,
and foretastes of the reign of God.
The focus first is on thriving and flourishing
communities and then on how I find my life as a way
that bears witness and that nourishes that community. The focus is not on these communities as ends
in themselves but on these communities as they bear
witness as signs, instruments, and foretastes of the
reign of God. After all, community in and of itself is

not a good thing. Nazi Germany came about, in part,
out of a particularly pernicious evocation of community. Community in and of itself can be exclusive; it can be scapegoating; it can be narrow; it can
be rigidifying. The focus must be on thriving and
flourishing communities that bear witness as signs,
foretastes, and instruments of the reign of God. At
the heart of Jewish and Christian understandings of
what it means to be human is the idea that we are
created for relationship. St. Augustine said it so well
at the beginning of his Confessions, "Our hearts are
restless until they rest in Thee, oh God." We are created for communion, for relationship with God and
with others.
In a recent book called Loneliness (Cacioppo
and Patrick 2008), the authors describe the social
pain of loneliness, and they emphasize that this
pain is not only a metaphor. They cite research in
neurobiology demonstrating that the same part of
the brain that processes loneliness also processes
physical pain. When a person is experiencing loneliness, it is as if someone is physically hurting you.
We are created for communion, for relationship,
and so any vocation worth living is in service of
ways of life in the world that cultivate thriving and
flourishing communities that bear witness as signs,
foretastes, and instruments of the reign of God.
They are going to be communities that are marked
by forgiveness and reconciliation. They are going
to be marked by generosity and joy and justice and
peace. They are going to be marked by a sense of
what it means to be human.
My most recent heroine is a woman whom I
learned about just a couple of weeks ago. Our Center
for Reconciliation at Duke Divinity School has been
working in the Great Lakes region of East Central
Africa. This area includes the countries that surround Lake Victoria, some of the least stable countries in the world, places like Kenya, Sudan, Uganda,
Rwanda, Burundi, and Congo. At one of our conferences, a colleague of mine from the Divinity School
met a woman named Maggie, and he asked her if he
could visit her village. Maggie was a Roman Catholic
in Burundi who was working at her bishop's residence when, in the midst of the Burundian civil war,
the militia came. They stripped her naked, and they
tied her up and made her watch as they proceeded
to kill most of her family and friends. Then they
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untied her, and, for some reason, decided to let her
live. She was at the time the caregiver, virtually the
mother, for eight orphaned children whom she had
found hiding in the sacristy. She offered money to
the militia to rescue twenty-five other kids. So now
she became the mother, effectively, of thirty-three
children.
She said to the children and to some other adults,
"It's time to make this community live again." One
of the first things she did was build a swimming
pool on the very ground where so many of her family and friends had been killed. She said she wanted
the children, as they would swim, to be cleansed.
She used baptismal imagery to talk about what that
swimming would mean. She built a hospital, a key
unit of which was an OBGYN clinic because she
said if you care for mothers and babies as they begin
their journey there will be more hope. She created
micro finance programs; she set up a mechanics area
for young men to learn; she set up seamstress and
hair cutting places for people to learn; she established a school for the children to attend.
And she built a cinema, with Hollywood style
seating, because she wanted the children to discover
that it wasn't all about survival, but it was also about
joy. Eventually, some of the militia came because
they wanted to see some of the films that were on.
So she put a sign up in front of the theater that said
they had to put down their guns before they entered
the theater. Eventually, word got out about what she
was doing and one of the militia leaders got really
angry. He sent somebody to kill her. The militia man
came with his gun, ready to kill her, and Maggie
said, ''You don't want to do that!" He said, "What?"
She said, "Look you're living out in the bush. You're
filled with hate. You're defining yourself by what
you are against. That's stupid. Why don't you come
and live with me? I can arrange a bed for you. You
can work for us and help build something constructive." He said, "Oh. Ok." This is a true story! My
colleague from Duke Divinity School spent a half
day with that former militia man, because he is now
Maggie's driver.
Maggie recently won an award, called the Opus
Prize (www.seattleu.edu/opusprize). When Maggie
talks about her own understanding of her life and
her vocation, she says "Love made me an inventor." At the heart of a vision of the richest sense of

Christian vocation is being captured by a sense of
the love from God and from others that enables us
to see things that others wouldn't be able to see.
When we can see a swimming pool where others
would see dead bodies. When we can see a film
theater, a hospital, schools, microfinance. When all
of a sudden, even against all odds, there are thriving, flourishing communities and lives born out of a
vision, sustained out of a sense of perseverance and
nourished by a sense of character.

I

F

THAT

IS

THE

TELOS,

things new but in ways continuous with the past.
If you go back even further, to Deuteronomy, the
Deuteronomos, the second law, is a second giving of
the Ten Commandments in a new context. The continuation of tradition in a new way is at the heart
of who Jews and Christians understand ourselves
to be, and it is at the heart of the best institutions
and ways of living in the world. Any practice worth
doing is always about drawing from the past and
discovering what are the new twists and turns (See
Bass 1998). This is a way of thinking that can sus-

WE

need to be producing more
people like Maggie. But
what does that mean? I want
to offer you three different
phrases that I think are intrinsic
to what is involved in sustaining that sense of vocation. The
first phrase describes a way of
thinking that I call traditioned
innovation. We are caught as
a culture between people who
always want to do the same
thing that they've always done
just because it's familiar and
other people who just want to
change things because that's
what they always want to do.
Traditioned innovation is about
that lively sense of tradition that Jarsolav Pelikan
described when he wrote, "Traditionalism is the
dead faith of the living, tradition is the living faith
of the dead" (1986). We long to bear witness to the
living faith of our forbearers, to people who have
carried a vision forward, the men and women who
worked the grounds, who taught the classes, who
served the food, who came here and became loving
alumni. There is a tradition that is carried forward,
and yet that tradition is living to the extent that it is
focused on the future, and so it is focused on innovation. "Love made me an inventor." This is a love
that is as deep as it is long and that goes back to the
very creation of the world.
Traditioned innovation is at the heart of
Christian vocation, and I would argue that it is at
the heart of how we read the Bible itself. The book
of Acts is about a Holy Spirit who is making all

tain the most exciting vocations in law, in medicine,
in teaching, in business. And if traditioned innovation is a way of thinking, we need people who are
equipped and ready to take risks to do it.
The second phrase is transformative leadership. But notice that I don't say transformative "leaders" or, worse, transformative "leader."
Sometime we imagine that if we could just get that
one person. Some people thought it was going to
be Barack Obama. Others didn't. Some people are
still longing for some heroic genius who is going to
figure out the economic crisis. We just wait for that
one leader who can make everything happen, when
the truth of the matter is even a Maggie in Burundi
is only made possible by a whole group of people
around her, people that formed her, that nurtured
her, that mentored her, that sustained her, that lived
with her, that cared for her.

Transformative leadership emphasizes that
can find personal meaning without the constraints
of these awful bureaucracies. If I had a dollar for
leadership is about the work of a company of peoevery time someone told me that I left the minisple. Remember that the goal is thriving and flourishing communities, Christian life lived in company,
try when I become the administrator of a divinity
in relationship. And the transformative leadership
school, I could probably retire. Because of this cynithat we need is what we discover in those relacism, we equate institution with bureaucracy, and
tionships that embolden and encourage us to do
this is tearing apart the fabric of American culture.
things that we would never have done solely on
When I say vibrant institutions, I don't mean
our own, because that loneliness hurts. One of the
only places like Valparaiso-though they are crugreatest dangers that we have is that in our culcial. Take for example, the game of baseball as a
ture- whether you are a business leader, a leader
carrier of traditioned innovation. Develop by conin law, or in medicine or in higher education or the
trast the way Cal Ripken played the game of baseministry- we tend to create
ball with the way some of
isolation, and in isolation we
its current, steroid driven
are likely to render far worse
players have. For some of
At the heart of transformative
decisions, if not commit outtoday's players, it's all about
right immoral conduct.
personal careers and setting
leadership is what people
Transformative leaderrecords and making salaries.
are called to do daily in the
ship is willing to take risks,
It's all about external goods
to imagine what might
and self-aggrandizement.
world, in education, in social
be, and also to be so deep
In contrast, Cal Ripken saw
work, in business, in law,
in learning that it knows
himself as being a part of a
what already has been. It
much larger institution on
in medicine, in mission, in
can draw from the best of
which his whole career was
whatever setting we may
our past for the sake of our
built and which he would
future. But transformative
pass on to people beyond
find ourselves.
him. He wanted to be part
leadership also suggests
that a Christian vocation has
of the game. When he was
as its backbone the work of
inducted into the Baseball
the laity. At the heart of transformative leadership
Hall of Fame, Ryne Sandberg said, "I didn't play the
is what people are called to do daily in the world,
game right because I saw a reward at the end of the
in education, in social work, in business, in law, in
tunnel. I played it right because that's what you're
supposed to do, play it right and with respect ... . If
medicine, in mission, in whatever setting we might
find ourselves, wherever we might discover that
this validates anything, it's that guys who taught me
sense of vocation, to be willing to exercise leaderthe game did what they were supposed to do and I
ship. Transformative leadership does not mean you
did what I was supposed to do" (Heclo 2008).
have to be in a position of authority. Sometimes
Vibrant institutions become bearers of that tradibeing in authority helps, but sometimes it can be
tion. They are incubators of leadership. They are laba constraint. People like Maggie are changing the
oratories of learning. They become the background
world without any formal authority.
of a way of life. We can take them for granted in a
good way, in the sense that we don't always have to
The third phrase is vibrant institutions. We've
think about them on a daily basis. But we too often
come through a period that's not very pretty in
take them for granted in a bad way, when we assume
American culture. For at least forty years, maybe a
that they don't need tending and caring for. Paying
full half-century, we have operated as if institutions
attention to the details is central to the good way of
were either irrelevant or else malevolent. We have
life. The Latin root for the word administration is
assumed that, at their best, they are necessary evils.
ministrare, to serve. To administrate is to pay attenWe often just wish we could get along without them.
They intrude in some romanticized notion that we
tion to institutions that are vibrant and life-giving.
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These institutions shape us and form us in ways
that are extraordinarily powerful. Those of you who
are students at Valparaiso may not have realized it,
when you finally one morning decided to send back
the acceptance form, that you were making a decision about the formation of a way of life, of a way
of thinking that would mark you in ways that you
trusted and trust will be life giving and for which,
hopefully, you will be grateful for years into the
future. Vibrant institutions give shape to our lives.
They bear that tradition. They incubate leadership.
They are laboratories of learning, or experimentation with traditioned innovation.
A recent book by Hugh Heclo called On
Thinking Institutionally makes a very important
point about the difference between "thinking about
institutions" and "thinking institutionally." For the
last generation, American higher education has,
at best, been willing to think about institutions.
But thinking about institutions always puts you
at some distance from them and often typically
to offer criticism of them. Thinking institutionally involves you in a standpoint where you see
yourself as part of a larger enterprise. And so you
adopt a fundamental posture of affirmation and
trust. This doesn't mean that you don't criticize.
It actually makes criticism all the more important
because it's part of your love and your affirmation
of what the institution is called to be and the ways
in which the current organization falls short of it.
It's what Michael Walzer called ''being a connected
critic," as opposed to being armchair critics launching verbal grenades at a distance.
We need all three of the phrases in order to
cultivate those thriving and flourishing communities: a way of thinking that is traditioned innovation, a commitment to the importance of all of us
involved in transformative leadership, and a cultivation of vibrant institutions. If you only have one
or two of those three, all of them will suffer. I've met
some extraordinary leaders in various parts of the
underdeveloped world who are struggling because
they lack the institutional infrastructure that would
enable them to do the kind of education that we do
in the United States. But in the United States, we've
got incredible infrastructure of institutions that are
no longer vibrant because we've given up on leadership and traditioned innovation. We've got some

colleges that are keeping their doors open by giving up on the liberal arts and offering only technical skills, because that's where the revenues are to
be found. And other schools are just putting their
heads in the sand and saying "We'll never change.
Everyone else will eventually come to their senses."
If as a culture we begin to focus on what it means
to have a way of life in the world that is focused
on thriving and flourishing communities that bear
witness as signs, foretastes, and instruments of the
reign of God, that cultivate traditioned innovation,
transformative leadership, and vibrant institutions,
we will begin to discover a different way of life, the
cultivation of ways of living in which you don't
have to speak in order to communicate. You may
know that old line of St. Francis of Assisi, "Preach
the Gospel. If necessary, use words." This is at the
heart of what Christian vocation would be. Not just
of individuals but of communities, of institutions
that communicate by their very way of life.

W

HAT WOULD THAT MEAN FOR YOU AND ME AS

we think about vocation personally and
individually? I want very briefly to identify four phrases that I hope you will think about
keeping in tension together. They are four different
ways of thinking about vocation and life that often
are simply articulated as if they are the definition of
vocation. But I want to suggest that they have to be
held in tension, because it is in their complementarity that we are most likely to discover the richness of
our own gifts and temperament.
The first one comes from Gail Godwin's novel
Evensong (Ballantine 1999), in which a young woman
is trying to understand her own vocation, and her
parish priest tells her, "Something's your vocation
if it keeps making more of you." Whatever it is that
you are going to be about in life, it needs to comport
with the gifts that God has given you in creation and
to fit with your temperament in a way that makes
sense of your own personal history. I had a friend
when I was growing up who I envied for a long time
because he knew exactly what he was going to do
in life, and I didn't have a clue. This kid knew he
was going to Johns Hopkins for college, and he was
going to become a doctor. He knew it because that is
what his father had done, his grandfather had done,
and his older brother had done. We graduated

from high school, and I went off to college where I
The third and probably the most familiar
changed my major five times, in one year. My friend
description of vocation is Frederick Buechner's
went off to Johns Hopkins where he majored in preteaching that your vocation is where your deep
med, and I knew that he understood what his life
gladness and the world's deep hunger meet (1973).
was about ... or not. Because what happened at the
It's important to remember the word "deep" in both
end of the first year, what he discovered, was that
of those phrases, because it's not just about superfihe actually was terrible at math and science, and he
cial gladness or superficial hunger. To be sure, if it's
flunked most of his courses his first year at Johns
your vocation to feed the hungry in deep and rich
Hopkins. Being a doctor wouldn't ever have made
and important ways by being involved in homemore of him. By contrast, there are things that you
less ministries or programs, that's all to the good.
find it's a great joy to wake up in the morning and
But that's not the only kind of thing the world hundo, that keep making more of you.
gers for. The world also hungers for joy, for beauty,
Yet if left alone this
for community. So perhaps
idea can make us selfyour gift is to play the piano
indulgent. Sometimes, we
or to become part of a jazz
Holy friends are those people
band. The world has deep
say, "I'm only going to do
who know how to challenge
that which I like and which
hungers for that, and it may
makes more of me." And
also achieve a deep gladness.
the sins we've come to love,
we all know what it's like to
But that deep gladness also
affirm the gifts we are afraid
be around people who are
is a way of addressing both
consistently happy about
Godwin's making more of
to claim, and help us to
being made more of. And so
you and Bonhoeffer's asking
we need the complementary
you to die, because if you are
dream dreams we otherwise
vision offered by Dietrich
clear that it is your vocation
have
dreamed.
wouldn't
in following Christ even the
Bonhoeffer in The Cost of
Discipleship (1959). "When
costliness of a vocation can
Christ calls someone, he
be life giving.
bids them come and die." At the heart of that
Last fall, I got a call from a reporter friend of
mine who wanted me to talk about someone who
vision is the notion that comes from Christ of
sacrifice, of bearing the cross. It may or may not
was about to be buried. He had died at age eighteen. His parents were missionaries in Africa. And
mean physical death. In Bonhoeffer's case, it did. In
many places in the world, that kind of willingness
she wanted to have me make sense of why parents
to accept a Christian vocation does mean taking
could put their kids at risk as missionaries. She was
risks of physical life. But at the heart of this is an
genuinely perplexed, and she said, "I really need
understanding that our vocation isn't only about
you to help me understand something, because the
being made more of; it's also about being faithful
parents said that they were sure that John would
have done it all over again, even if it meant he only
even if it is costly. There are lots of good gospel and
biblical examples for that, but left on its own this
had eighteen years to live." She said, "Does that
make any sense at all to you?" I just said, ''Yes,"
idea also has some problems; it can easily become
because I didn't think I had enough time to give her
masochistic. It can become the way in which the
the full context in which you narrate a life such that
powerful manipulate the powerless so that those
it gives you deep gladness to take the risk of costly
who are already weak are told to sacrifice more.
sacrifice.
Whether on racial or gender or economic grounds,
it can become a tool whereby the powerful remain
The fourth phrase is one that is actually not so
much a definition of vocation as just one of those
powerful at the expense of the powerless. And so
this sense of vocation needs that complementary
reminders that I think is absolutely crucial when
you are thinking about a vocation rather than just a
sense that something is your vocation if it keeps
job or a career, and that's the line, "If you know how
making more of you.
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to make God laugh, tell God your plans." When we
are thinking about vocation, we have to be willing
to recognize that it's going to involve ongoing narration and negotiation and understanding. Part of
that traditioned innovation is that whatever the glories of the past are, they don't give you an automatic
solution for the future.
When my wife and I were dating, we talked
about how we were going to navigate two careers
in marriage, and we developed a very clear tenyear plan for the first ten years of our marriage, and
how it was all going to be sequenced. Whose career
would take priority when, and it was all going to
make sense, and it was going to be completely equal,
fifty-fifty. We got married. About six weeks into our
marriage, that plan was completely useless, and at
that point we said, "Never mind. We'll figure it out
on the fly."
In part, it's a daily recommitment. One day, I
was talking to one of my mentors, a wonderful,
extraordinary, faithful pastoral leader. I said to him,
"Bishop Goodson, when were you called into ministry." He said, "Well most recently, this morning."
It's a way of remembering that our sense of vocation always has to be renewed, that we are always
involved in seeing where our deep gladness is,
where the world's deep hunger is, where we might
be made more of, and where we might be asked to
come and die. And it's in the intersection of those
four themes that we are likely to narrate our vocation most faithfully, hopefully focused on vibrant
institutions, transformative leadership, traditioned
innovation, all in the service of thriving and flourishing communities that bear witness as signs, foretastes, and instruments of the reign of God.

T

HE LAST THING

I

WANT TO SAY TO YOU IS THAT

in order to have that happen, you and I are
all going to need a few good friends. We
are created for relationship not in the abstract but
in the particular. There are people who are given
to us and with whom, by virtue of our intentionality, we cultivate what I call "holy friendships."
Holy friendships are those people who know us
well enough to know the games we play, the fragile spots we need to overcome, and how to help
us make sense of the intersections of those four
themes. They know how to keep us focused on

renewing that calling each and every morning.
Holy friends are those people who know how to
challenge the sins we've come to love, affirm the
gifts we are afraid to claim, and help us to dream
dreams we otherwise wouldn't have dreamed.
I don't need people around to challenge sins
I already hate. It's kind of like piling on in football. "Ain't it awful? Oh, it's just terrible." But those
sins that I've come to love, they are usually ones
that I have redescribed into something that sounds
more like virtue. "I'm not a workaholic. I just do
the Lord's work."
These holy friends also help us affirm the gifts
we are afraid to claim. They can help us see what
might make more of us, because, sometimes, we are
caught in the wounds of memory, and we can't see
it. We don't even know it. If you are a great singer,
and somebody says, "Boy, you sing beautifully," it's
nice to hear, but it's old news. But it's rather when
they say, "I see God working in your life in this way,"
and you're thinking, "No. That's not me." And they
say, "Yeah, I really see it." And they are there to help
support and encourage you in taking that risk. Most
of us have a little bit of a hard time just changing the
way we wear our hair, much less affirming a new
gift. We need people who affirm these gifts in us.
Holy friends also help us dream the dreams
we otherwise wouldn't have dreamed. One of my
favorite passages in Scripture is Ephesians 3:20-21.
It's the close of that great prayer about trying to
comprehend the height and depth of breadth and
length of Christ. It ends with two verses that are
bad grammar and great theology. "Now to the
One who by the power at work within us is able to
accomplish abundantly far more than all we could
ask or imagine .... " I had in the fifth grade a teacher
named Mrs. Wadell in Denver, Colorado. She was
an old school grammarian, and she told us over
and over again that you can't modify the word
"all." You either have it all, or you don't. When
we would watch Denver Broncos games and the
announcer said, "So-and-so is giving 110 percent
today," I would just know a lecture was coming
on Monday from Mrs. Wadell. "You can't give 110
percent unless the scale is 1000 percent." So imagine my surprise to open up Scripture of all places
and find "all" being modified not once, not twice,
but three times.

It's great theology though, because the writer is
saying far more than that it would be good if God
could accomplish all that we could ask or imagine.
That alone sounds pretty good, but the writer says
God can accomplish working within us more than
all we can ask or imagine. Far more than all we can
ask or imagine. And then it's like you are in a great
jazz concert in New Orleans and everything is clicking and you are thinking the music cannot get any
better than this. Or if your tastes run to symphony
orchestras, everybody in the symphony is coming
together, and the conductor has it all clicking, and
you are thinking that this is a foretaste of heaven.
And then they ratchet it up just one notch more. The
writer says that God by the power working within
us can accomplish abundantly far more than all we
could ask or imagine.
I suspect it had to be people who caught hold of
all of this- holy friendships with a vision of thriving
and flourishing communities with traditioned innovation and transformative leadership and vibrant
institutions-who founded the predecessor institutions of Valparaiso University in 1859. It was also a
bunch of young kids who urged the Methodist conference to found Methodist Hospital in Indianapolis
in 1905. They went to the Methodist annual conference and said, "You need to raise a bunch of money,
because there are poor people here who don't have
healthcare. Do it now!" People who catch a vision
like Maggie.
The nineteenth-century architect Daniel
Burnham said these words, "Make no small plans.
They have no magic to stir humanity's blood and
probably themselves will not be realized. Make big
plans. Aim high in hope and work, remembering
that a noble, logical plan once recorded will never
die, but long after we are gone will be a living
thing asserting itself with ever growing insistency.
Remember that our sons and daughters are going to
do things that will stagger us. Let your watchword
be order, and your beacon beauty."
Think big in a time of anxiety when fear could
easily overtake us as individuals. It could overtake
us as institutions. It could lead us to isolate ourselves from one another and from larger purposes.
But we wouldn't be here without some men and
women who were willing to think big even in difficult times, who were focused on large purposes
about Christian character, about cultivating thriving
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and flourishing communities, who thought it was
possible maybe even to change the world, who
might not have known what Valparaiso University
would be like in 2009. We might not know what it
will be like in 2059, but what we do know is that we
can focus our lives on bearing witness to the God
who can accomplish abundantly far more that all
we could ask or imagine by working within us and
who is calling you and me and all of us to think big.
Let love make all of us inventors, now and in the
coming years. 'f

L. Gregory Jones is Dean and Professor of Theology
at Duke Divinity School and President and CEO of
Leadership Education at Duke Divinity.
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The Return of Religion
Currents of Resurgence, Convergence, and Divergence

Lamin Sanneh

B

Y THE END OF THE TWEN T IETH CENTURY, IT HAD

become crystal clear to informed observers
that neither the rapid collapse of the colonial
empires nor the surge of nationalist movements
had been the decisive setback for religion that
everyone expected. Observers were left surprised
and befuddled. One sign of the consternation was
in the form of a letter I received from the Russian
Academy of Sciences in the early 1990s inviting me
to a conference being convened by the Academy.
The topic was "The Problem of Religion." With its
hints alternately of alarm and incredulity, the title
was proof that the organizers were in what classical Islam would call "a state between two states"
(manzila bayna manzilatayn). They were, on the one
hand, neither persuaded of the truth of religion,
nor, on the other, completely dismissive of the fact
of its return. Standing amidst the debris of the collapse of the Soviet Empire, the organizers were disconcerted by the improbable reality that religion
had made a comeback against considerable odds.
Hence the problem.
The facts, though, seem impressive enough.
The total world population in 1900 was 1.6 billion;
Muslims numbered just below 200 million, and
Christians 558 million. In 1970, the total world population was 3.7 billion with a Muslim population
of 549 million and Christians at 1.2 billion. In 2006,
Muslims numbered 1.3 billion and Christians 2.15
billion, including 1.3 billion Catholics. In less than
forty years, the number of Christians in the world
had nearly doubled, and Muslims had more than
doubled (World Christian Encyclopedia 2001, vol. 1,
12££).
The statistics for one twelve-month period at the
early phase of the recent return of religion showed
that twenty-five million people changed their religious affiliation, of whom eighteen million were
converts to Christianity, and seven million defec-

tors from Christianity to other religions, making
Christianity the most active and most diverse religious frontier in the world (Encyclopedia Britannica
World Data, 1992; on diversity, see Sanneh and
Carpenter 2005).
Religious expansion in Africa entered its most
vigorous phase following the end of colonial and
missionary hegemony. In 1900, the Muslim population of Africa was 34.5 million, compared to
roughly 8.7 million Christians, a ratio of 4:1. By
1985, Christians outnumbered Muslims in Africa.
Of the continent's total population of 520 million,
Christians numbered 270.5 million, compared to
about 216 million Muslims. By 2000, Christians in
Africa had grown to 346 million, and Africa's 315
million Muslims were concentrated mostly in the
Arabic speaking regions of Egypt and in north and
west Africa. Projections for 2025 are for 600 million
Christians and 519 million Muslims in Africa. The
Christian figures represent a continental shift of
historic proportions.
Europe (including Russia) and North America
in 1900 had a combined Christian population of
423 rnillion-82 percent of the world's Christianscompared to 94 million for the rest of the world.
By 2005, Europe and North America accounted for
only 35 percent of the world's Christians; their 758
million Christians were far fewer than the 1.4 billion in the rest of the world. Thus, 65 percent of the
world's Christians now live in the southern hemisphere and in East Asia, areas that have become
Christianity's new stronghold. Increasingly, Europe
is a new Christian margin.
Charismatic Christianity has been the driving
engine of this expansion and is largely responsible for the dramatic shift in the religion's center
of gravity. In 1900 there were 981,000 Pentecostals;
in 1970, over seventy-two million; and in 2005,
nearly 590 million. The projections are that by 2025,

Pentecostals/ Charismatics will number nearly eight
inces in Africa and South America. The Jerusalem
hundred million. Now exploding in Brazil, Mexico,
agenda was dominated by pilgrimage trips to holy
Russia, and China, Pentecostal Christianity may
sites: the Mount of Olives, Gethsemane, the Temple
become the most widespread form of Christianity,
Mount, and Galilee. In plenary sessions the particiwith as yet unquantifiable effects on mainline
pants were led in devotions, hymn singing, Bible
churches and on global politics (Bays 1995).
study, prayer and supplication. The leaders spoke
As David Martin has shown, in Latin America
with respect and regret about the rupture of faith
the prominence of women Pentecostals has affected
and order in the church, and asked for prayer for
the machismo culture of the
the impending Lambeth
traditional military estabConference of July 2008.
In 1900 there were 981,000
lishment (Martin 1990; see
A spirit of joy and thanksalso Freston 2001). Female
giving suffused the conPentecostals; in 1970, over 72
politicians draw on the
ference as participants
energy of the Pentecostal
reflected on what it meant
million; and in 2005, nearly
movement to effect social
to visit the holy sites and to
change. Pentecostalism is
walk where Jesus walked
590 million. The projections
also riding a wave of Latin
and to see where he was
demographic
American
tried, arrested, and cruciare that by 2025, Pentecostals/
changes, including immified. Pilgrimage assumed
Charismatics will number
gration into the United
a potent force for these
States. Of the thirty-seven
post-Western Christians,
nearly BOO million.
million Latino immigrants
loosening Christianity in
in the United States, the vast
their minds from its capmajority are Pentecostals,
tivity in the West. The
in both Catholic and Protestant denominations (see
fact that they were on holy ground gave them the
World Christian Encyclopedia 2001, vol. 1, 191-198;
confidence to disavow spiritual tutelage under the
Burgess and Van Der Maas 2003, 286ff). The conWest. That confidence manifested itself in charisvergence of these immigrant Pentecostals with
matic prayer and devotion, suggesting that charisnative US evangelical groups, such as the Christian
matic influence is probably as much of a concern
Coalition, health-and-wealth gospelites, and the
for American Episcopalians as the homosexuality
burgeoning mega-church phenomenon, has raised
issue.
the political stakes in mainstream America and
The Christian resurgence has coincided with
impacted the evangelical missionary agenda (See
the emergence of radical Islam to upset calculaThe Economist, "In the World of Good and Evil," 14
tions on a different front, creating uncertainty and
September 2006; On US evangelical missions abroad
instability with the outbreak of new cultural tensee Brouwer, Gifford, and Rose 1996, Gifford 1995,
sions and conflicts. Philip Jenkins, for example,
sees a double jeopardy in the potential for the
1998, and 2004).
onset of new Crusades and a cultural clash with
While Latino Pentecostals have some things in
common with US evangelicals, other branches of
liberal Christianity (Jenkins 2002). The West is at a
post-Western Christianity find themselves at odds
crucial crossroad in its relations with Islam, and it
has been weighing its options, as shown by Pope
with Christians in the West. Splits in the Anglican
Benedict XVI's Regensburg comments about the
Communion over appointing gay clergy have
role of forced conversions in Islam. The issue is
turned into confessional shrapnel with global range.
The historic GAFCON (Global Anglican Future
not new, even though the consequences of misunderstanding are today far more serious. When in
Conference) meeting in Jerusalem in June 2008
brought together at very short notice more than
the 1740s Frederick the Great of Prussia formed
the first lancer unit from Tartar Muslim deserters
1,200 conservative bishops and others leaders, many
from the Russian army, he did so out of his comof whom were from "Global South" Anglican prov-
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mitment to Enlightenment ideals of religious toleration. Frederick allocated a prayer room for the
use of Muslim troops, but only on Sundays! Less
clumsily, he later had a Muslim cemetery built in
Berlin. Through ups and downs, the Muslim community survived in Germany. Recently, a more
radical form of Islam has spread across national
boundaries. Perhaps even more disconcerting is the
fact that this new, more threatening form of Islam
has become implanted in areas of economic prosperity and mobility in the West, defying arguments
focused on deprivation, geographical alienation,
and lack of access as reasons for its emergence. Max
Weber observed that Islam is not a religion of salvation, and so he dropped it from his theory of modernization (Weber 1978 vol. i, 625, and vol. ii, 1076,
1096-7, 1183). Yet he did not on that account predict
that Islam would have no future, which suggests
that Islam's future will diverge from the secularization scenario.
Religion in China: Repression and Reemergence
The religious awakening appears to have
spread to China-a surprising vector given the
country's thoroughgoing program to eradicate reli-

gion. In 1949, the year of the triumph of Mao TseTung's Marxist-Leninist revolution-the church's
9/11, you might say-there were about four million Christians in China, divided between three
million Catholics and one million Protestants.
Mao's antagonism to foreign agents did not
spare Christianity, except briefly in the Hundred
Flowers Period which opened in May 1956. But a
year later, in June 1957, that leniency was abruptly
revoked as the Great Leap Forward campaign was
launched. Buddhist, Christian, and other religious
institutions were hit by new restrictions, with religious leaders becoming ever more entangled in the
overweening thicket of official decrees directed at
them. In the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution
starting in 1966, seventeen million urban youths
known as the Red Guards were deployed to stalk
the countryside. They wreaked widespread havoc,
sacking ancient Buddhist temples and Christian
churches. Alarmed by the excesses of the Red
Guards, Mao tried in vain in 1968 to rein them
in. Their uprising was not quelled until 1976; by
then religions in China had retreated to the netherworld of secret meetings, house worship, home
Bible study, and nocturnal assemblies.

Meanwhile, Western observers predicted the
end of religion, saying that nothing was more apt
for China than for Christianity's God to be the one
"who knew the way of the grave" (Pro Mundi Vita
Society 1975, 11). 1 China's Marxist success achieved
the goals for which missionaries had striven in
vain. Joseph Needham of Cambridge, a magisterial authority on Chinese civilization, declared that
China had accepted the spirit of Christ from another
source, namely, from Marxism, and that "China is
the only truly Christian
country in the world in
the present day, in spite of
its absolute rejection of all
religion" (Pro Mundi Vita
1975, 16-17). Weaned from
faith in false absolutes
and fortified with the aura
of proletarian liberation,
true believers must henceforth march to the chant of
"What a comrade we have
in Jesus!"
It did not occur to
most observers that religion might have a future in
China. Official Chinese policies about religion, however, began to vacillate and
show cracks through which
the wind of change was
blowing. Party cadres, now
less starry-eyed about Mao
and less doom-and-gloom
laden about religion, had come up for air. Beholding
a mesmerizing world of material affluence beckoning on their horizon, they began to relent. At the
beginning of the government's liberalization program in 1978, Deng Xiaoping announced an easing
of restrictions on religion. The following year, to
universal astonishment, Deng roused the Chinese
Communist Party to "seek truth from facts"-code
for deserting Mao's legacy. This initiative opened
the way for the return of religion. Religious institutions felt vindicated for not having hauled down
their colors, and piped to the new generation in the
airs of Marxist-Leninist liberation, in the hope that
communists would dance.
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As the flood receded, the rock reappeared.
Churches bounced back as the government made
good on promises of restitution for properties
seized and wrongs committed. In the revised constitution of 1982, religious rights were reaffirmed
under Article Thirty-Six, followed by the publication of Document Nineteen concerning religious
policy in China. The document essentially repudiated the excesses of the Great Cultural Revolution
against religion as a "leftist mistake." Churches
must be rebuilt, clergy
educated, and believers protected, the declaration said. Some 4,000
Protestant
and
2,000
Catholic churches were
reopened or rebuilt (Pro
Mundi Vita Studies 1990).
It did not take long for
high-ranking officials to
declare open sympathy
for religion, and by 1986
the thaw had created a
stream of official endorsements, including subsidies
for church reconstruction
projects. According to a
report in 2003, in addition
to the 45,000 registered
churches in existence,
between 30,000 and 40,000
groups affiliated with
the Protestant Three-Self
Patriotic Movement were
still waiting for their turn to register (Burklin 2003,
8-9). In Global Catholicism: Portrait of a World Church
(Froehle and Gautier 2003, 178-80), the number of
Catholics in mainland China is estimated at 7.5
million.
The return of religion to China was complicated by external pressure on the church combined with internal struggles between the "open,"
officially sanctioned, registered church and the
unregistered, "underground" church under papal
jurisdiction. There was expansion, but it carried
the double challenges of secret believers who had
to assemble in unauthorized places and of officially co-opted members in the licensed churches.

By the turn of the century, the ongoing expanare far less accessible. The revival flame fuels the
sion pointed to the strategic role religion was
state repression on which it feeds, making religious
practice disorganized, state control uneven, and
poised to play in China and to the qualitative shifts
underway (Bays 2003, 491). The government had
record-keeping uncertain.
The underlying trend, however, is steadily
been sending mixed messages. On one hand, it
toward a reconfiguring of the Chinese intellectual
banned the Falungong spiritual discipline in 1999
landscape. A generation of educated Chinese have
and published "Office 610," designed to combat
grown up under the "open door" policy of Deng
what the government called "evil cults." On the
and have been influenced by works such as R. H.
other hand, this religious clampdown was accompanied by measured Western-style economic libTawney's Religion and the Rise of Capitalism, resulting in revisionist changes in the dominant ideoleralization. Reports in 2005 spoke of some 90,000
ogy favoring a command
people being baptized in the
economy. Similarly, the
Catholic Church in 2003, but
one-child policy of the
the reports also noted the
Available statistics show
government has altered
caution of the bishops about
momentum and direction
the basic family structhe numbers (China Church
ture and is fueling a culQuarterly, Winter 2005). The
for Christianity in China,
ture of individualism,
underlying question remains:
with
particular
energy
and
which resonates with
What does the return of relithe message of indigion might mean for China's
dynamism in the underground
future? Hardcore Marxismvidual salvation. Jiang
church movement. Some
Zeming, the Communist
Leninism no longer seemed a
Party leader, is reported
plausible option, as is evident
sources estimate that there are
to have responded to a
in the new Chinese textbooks
between
30
and
50
million
question in early 2002
being produced that are sudabout
the kind of legacy
denly coy about Mao and
believers in China, while
2
Marxism. That widens the
he would like to leave
others, such as the World
crack for a substantial reemerin China, saying that he
would propose to make
gence of religion in China.
Christian Encyclopedia, put
Christianity the official
Although available statisthe
figure
at
89
million.
religion of China and
tics are not conclusive, they
do show momentum and
suggesting, perhaps in
jest, replacing the official
direction for Christianity in
ideology with a faith based order. 4
China, with particular energy and dynamism in the
In the post-9/11 world, China's religious transunderground church movement. Some sources estimate that there are between thirty and fifty million
formation in which "the Chinese dragon [will
believers in China, while others, such as the World
be] tamed by the power of the Christian Lamb,"
Christian Encyclopedia, put the figure at eighty-nine
according to Aikman and others, would predispose
3
million. The official Public Security Bureau gives
it to join an international community of shared
the figure of twenty-five million Christians in
public values (Aikman "Chinese Christianity"; also
Aikman Jesus in Beijing). 5 For his part, Huo Shui, a
China, but that figure excludes unofficial so-called
"house churches."
former Chinese government political analyst, conIn China, both sympathy for religion and official
tends that "Christianity has finally taken root in
Shenzhou-in China, the land of God" (2003, 10).
unease about it run deep, all of which makes historical prediction a hazardous business. "Registered"
In an age of globalization, with its post-9/11
religious life is easier to document, but it is also
nervousness, the reality of the return of religion has
less reliable. Uninhibited forms of religion are a
superseded the center-periphery historiography
more reliable barometer of local reality, but they
of post-colonial discourse and even the seculariza-

tion theory of development. One can explain away
or even quibble with the resurgence, but one can
scarcely deny that the ground has shifted, and with
it the scope and direction of religious faith.
Postlude: New World Horizons
America's conception of itself as a virtuous
nation is constantly challenged by the burdensome
sense of the power it wields and is severely tested
when the exercise of power ends in disaster, as happened in Vietnam, or when power fails to deter, as
happened on 9/11. A period of soul-searching follows in which commentators agonize openly about
the spiritual costs to America's virtuous heritage.
Conor Cruise O'Brien pointed out that no
European writer would be likely to claim innocence
as a characteristic of his or her country, whereas in
America, innocence is more than a mawkish conceit;
it represents a powerful and active ferment of meaning that has worked throughout American history.
American innocence is not about being free from
sin, guilt, or moral wrong, which is the dictionary
meaning, but about being chosen for a moral end.
That idea of innocence first came to America with
the English Puritans for whom Milton spoke when
he wrote about England as a new Zion out of which
"should be proclaimed and sounded the first tidings and trumpet to all Europe." The idea of innocence had gone sour in England as a result of the
experience of the Commonwealth under Cromwell,
but in his "Verses on the Prospect of Planting Arts
and Learning in America," Bishop Berkeley indicated that America was the inheritor of the idea. It
is an arresting thought that ideas are hard to kill,
and so the "idea of America" as a New World ideal
may be considered imperishable.
In any case, America's peculiar notion of innocence is that it is something yet to be realized and
achieved after a process of trial and refinement made
necessary by Old World corruption. American innocence is not determined by the historical record; it
is something mortgaged to the future and is a function of the American character. G. K. Chesterton's
remark about how people become miserable not
when their circumstances are miserable but when
their hearts are miserable captures this character
trait in Americans. It is no accident that while the
Oxford English Dictionary defines innocence in terms
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of exemption from moral wrong and being free
of sin, and alternatively as na'ive, Webster defines
innocence in terms of "purity of the heart," without
guile or cunning. For the OED innocence is a function of being; for Webster it is a question of character and attitude: one can be innocent by virtue of
one's goals, intentions, and good-will. The American
Heritage Dictionary, which takes a prescriptive view
of language, is even more explicit when it explains
that innocence is a condition that is uncorrupted by
malice or wrong-doing and consists in being candid
and straightforward. In a world of good and evil,
American innocence is on the side of good against
evil. America's role in history is to define that fundamental polarity and to prove that good will
overcome evil, that good-will will trump hate, and
that being candid and straightforward is morally
superior to prevarication and disingenuousness.
American enterprise is built-and in the present
economic crisis, is risked- on that foundation.
As James Fallows put it in his evaluation of SinoAmerican relations, Americans lack tragic imagination (2008), the imagination that things can go
horribly wrong. This idea was echoed by Marilynne
Robinson when she wrote, "Americans never think
of themselves as sharing fully in the human condition, and therefore as beset as all humankind is
beset" (quoted in Wood 2008).
That distinction is crucial to our understanding
of America's place in the current world Christian
awakening. O'Brien argues that the sense of
American innocence, and the liberal cause that
championed it since FOR, suffered a setback in the
debacle of Vietnam, only to be resuscitated in the
wake of the taking of American hostages in Iran
in 1979. The trauma of 9/11 became the event that
compelled Americans once more to confront their
faith in their innocence. What makes the myth of
American innocence so unique and resilient is
that if Americans are forced to look at something
ugly in themselves, they are more likely than any
other people to do something about it because of
their faith that the best is yet to be. O'Brien says
that when Europeans look to the United States,
they feel they are looking at themselves in the process of becoming (1980). When put in the context
of World Christianity, America is the harbinger of
the shape of things to come. The very diversity that

class and pedigree determined rank and status in
immigration has sustained makes America fertile
British society, that was not so in America. "I cannot
ground for the forces driving the world Christian
conceive a rank more honorable," he wrote, "than
resurgence and gives that resurgence a solid basis
that which flows from the uncorrupted Choice of a
in the possibility of the good. The European conbrave and free People-the purest Source and orignection that has for so long identified America with
inal Fountain of all Power." Washington upheld
its Old World origins now has global resonance.
that dictum by making the war he was engaged in
The changing face of America reveals a recognizserve its cause. As I explained in Abolitionists Abroad
able world Christian profile, and, to that extent,
(2000), this American view of politics, society, and
world Christianity has a built-in affinity with New
religion, when crossed with the corresponding
World ideas of individual and collective optimism.
evangelical
awakening,
Captives will be set free,
had
an
immediate
and
the blind receive sight, the
The
changing
face
of
America
irreversible impact on the
lame walk, risks rewarded,
trans-Atlantic history of
and the poor replenished.
reveals a recognizable world
missions in Africa and
The American dream is
Christian
profile,
and,
to
that
elsewhere. Thus was laid
tailor-made for the shape
the infrastructure of misof things to come.
extent, world Christianity has
sions to oppressed and
The wave of the posta built-in affinity with New
destitute sections of sociWestern awakening has,
ety at home and abroad,
accordingly, washed up on
World ideas of individual and
America's shores. A growpeople whose souls are
collective
optimism.
Captives
every bit as precious as
ing number of US-born
Christians, for example,
the souls of kings and
will be set free, the blind
princes who dominated
are being swept up in the
receive sight, the lame walk,
earlier mission efforts. The
Pentecostal/Charismatic
movement, and one study
"idea of America" proved
risk rewarded, and the poor
estimates that 54 percent of
impossible to contain; it
replenished. The American
Pentecostals are US-born,
haunts us in history as
of which 24 percent are
well as from all directions,
dream is tailor-made for the
including from China, the
white, 29 percent Hispanic,
shape of things to come.
and 35 percent black.
next frontier of the postThere are said to be fiftyWestern awakening. 'tnine million Pentecostals
in North America. In New York City alone, over
4,000 churches with a membership of some 800,000
are counted in this number. Mainline churches
Lamin Sanneh is the D. Willis James Professor of
have responded to the awakening by embracing
Pentecostalism's intimate and earnest worship style
Missions and World Christianity and Professor of
History at Yale University. This essay is based on a lec(David Gonzalez, New York Times, 14 January 2007).
Americans are not afraid of change, which
ture presented to the Valparaiso University Inaugural
makes them faithful heirs to the Founding Fathers
Symposium on 15 October 2008.
for whom, to cite Thomas Paine, America is the
Adam of the New World. In similar fashion, the
early Americans had an unshakable faith in the
popular will as the source of legitimate power and
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Notes
1. The phrase is adapted from G. K. Chesterton who
meant something entirely different by it. Christianity
had had five deaths by his time, he said, and "risen
again" because "it had a god who knew the way out of
the grave" (1953, chapter vi).
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2. New history textbooks in China skimp on any mention of the Communist Revolution, including socialism.

3. For the sake of comparison, the same source gives
19 million Christians in South Korea, 62.3 million in

Only a single sentence is devoted to the Communist
Revolution in China before the 1979 reforms. As for
Mao, he is mentioned only once, and that in a chapter on

India, and 27.8 million in Indonesia (World Christian
Encyclopedia, second edition, 2001).

etiquette. "Nearly overnight the country's most prosper-

4. Jiang formally relinquished power at the Party

ous schools have shelved the Marxist template that had

Congress convened from 7-15 November 2002, when he

dominated standard history texts since the 1950s." The

was succeeded by Hu Jintao.

changes are part of a broader effort to present a more
stable and less violent view of Chinese history, a view

5. The Christian outcome in China may be more com-

that serves the country's economic and political goals.

plex, according to Choan-Seng Song (1990), who speaks

"Where's Mao? Chinese Revise History Books," New York

of "the cross in the lotus world," indicating thereby the

Times, 1 September 2006.

importance of the perennial Buddhist tradition.

DEEP PATTERNS
We are the children of the lucky dead.
While millions perished barren, our
Ancestors somehow found an edge The mark of Cain, perhaps - and bred.
Our lives are death's gift to the fortunate.
Some win, some lose;
Those millions whose demise
Became our opportunityThey did not choose
To die that we may thrive.
How strange, though, that a sort of sacrifice
Seems wired into everything alive.
But when the last Neanderthal
Cleared off and left the world to us,
Did life's Source and the Destiny of all
Love losers any less?
Or did he then, becoming one himself,
Suffer to embrace
And die to bless?

Charles Strietelmeier

A University at the Nexus

Mark A. Heckler
An Address by Mark A. Heckler on the occasion of
his inauguration as eighteenth President of Valparaiso
University, 17 October 2008.

C

HAIRMAN HESSLER AND

MEMBERS OF THE

Board of Directors of Valparaiso U ni versi ty,
President Emeritus Harre and Diane
Harre, pastoral leaders, colleague presidents and
chancellors, university delegates, invited guests,
students, faculty, and staff, dear friends, and most
importantly, to the members of my family, thank
you for being here today.
Students, I am so grateful that you have come
here today. It is because of you and for you that
we find ourselves here. You bring us together in
this place.
I hope you will indulge me a few moments to
introduce my family to you. First, my high school
sweetheart and my lifetime companion in this our
thirtieth year of marriage, Veronica Heckler. I love
you. Thank you for being my best friend in the world
and for walking with me on this great adventure.
God blessed our love with four amazing children: Zachary Heckler and his fiance, Courtney
Allison, from Boulder, Colorado; Jocelyn Earnest
Heckler and her husband and our new son-in-law,
Evan, from Madison, Wisconsin; Miranda Heckler
from Valparaiso, Indiana; and Susanne Heckler
from Boulder, Colorado.
Veronica's mom, Martha Makuch, is with us
today from our hometown of Windber, Pennsylvania. My brother, Brian, is here as well from
Evanston, Illinois. And finally, I'd like you to meet
my mom and dad, Donald and Cecelia Heckler.
Mom and Dad, I am so grateful that God has granted
us the opportunity to share this day together.
I also wish to thank the hundreds of people
who have worked on this inaugural ceremony and
the entire inaugural week. There are too many to
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mention by name. Please know that I am grateful to you for sharing your talent, creativity, and
energy to make this university shine for those
who assemble here. Thanks also to the thousands
of people around the world who keep Valparaiso
University in their prayers.

M

y PERSONAL STORY MAY BE MUCH LIKE SOME

of yours, I suspect. I was the first in my
family to go to college. Ours was a small
coal-mining town in the steel-making country of
western Pennsylvania. Folks had little, yet my
parents and many in our community were keenly
aware that the better future they hoped for their
children came through education.
I stand before you today in fulfillment of the
hopes, dreams, and prayers of my parents and the
sacrifices they made to give their son a better life.
Theirs was a gift, selfless and inspired by love.
I stand before you today because our God is
a gracious and merciful God, a God who answers
our prayers, who calls us to do right work, who
lights paths and opens doors.
When I reflect on the gifts we are given from
God - those seen and unseen, I am drawn to a
well-known passage from the twelfth chapter in
the Gospel of Luke. Here, Jesus tells us simply:

From those to whom much has been given,
more is required.
It is this clear instruction that has guided my thinking about the work ahead for Valparaiso University
and for my service as president.
We have been given so much. Despite today's
economic turmoil, we live in the very heartland
of the richest country the world has ever known.
For more than half the population on this planet,
however, the many blessings that we take for

of hospitality and mutual respect, and despairing
granted are unimaginable, perhaps even incomfor the future.
prehensible. More than one billion of our fellow
Trust dwindles in our national and world leadhuman beings live on less than $1 a day (World
ers, now so polarized that they are paralyzed; leadBank). Many of us have more in a single room of
ers seem increasingly unable to handle the massive
our homes than the majority of the world's people
burdens they carry. From today's economic crisis
will own in a lifetime.
fueled by greed, to our government's failure to
Ours is a nation of unparalleled freedom. Every
understand the importance of diplomacy over
four years, we experience routinely and without
bloodshed what for much of the world is revobrute force, to our free-fall as a nation once admired
in the international community, the United States
lutionary political upheaval. We worship freely
appears less able to understand its responsibilities
without the threat of government intervention or
to and place in the world.
censure. Yet on nearly every continent, the ability
Our state and local civic leadto worship freely, to speak one's
ers appear ever more confounded
mind openly, to exercise one's
by
the multitude of problems in
conscience in the voting booth
Across generations,
our towns and cities-random
are freedoms beyond reach.
and
unspeakable violence, the
There are those who languish in
students, faculty, and
jail cells for what they believe,
disintegration of families, and
our inability to care for the poor,
held as prisoners of conscience
staff of Valparaiso
the elderly, the homeless, and
(Amnesty International).
Our nation works toward a
those with significant physical or
University have been
mental health issues.
vision where our daughters and
sons receive equal pay, equal
In our individual families
called to this place
and communities, we find ourrespect, and equal opportunity
regardless of their economic
selves alienated from a common
under the Cross, to do
understanding of our shared
heritage, the color of their skin,
roles and responsibilities. We
or their religious affiliation. Yet,
that which is required.
we must acknowledge the sigstruggle with choosing the right
course of action. It is a time few,
nificant disparities that continue
to exist in access to health care
if any of us, have known before.
and education in America and around the world
And history may well judge this as a time where
(UNESCO Education).
we, both as a nation and as individuals, lost our
We are called to provide hope to the poor, proway.
claim freedom for the captive, and release for the
It is in these times that we most wish to turn
oppressed. Yet, with each passing day, we seem
our heads and look away. Hunker down. Ride out
less able or willing to respond.
the storm. But we simply can't. Because it is in
As Christians, charged with the responsibilthese times that more is required.
ity to care for even "the least of these," more is
surely required.
CROSS GENERATIONS, THE STUDENTS, FACULTY,
The world around us has become unfamiland staff of Valparaiso University have
iar terrain, a postmodern wasteland preoccupied
been called to this place under the Cross
with the primacy of the individual, cynical about
(Kretzmann 1964) to do that which is required.
the ethical failures of our institutions of governThis institution has and will hold fast to its hisment, business, and even the church. We are a
tory as a progressive, innovative, and somewhat
society largely situational in its ethical and moral
contrarian place. It was founded as a Male and
behavior. Our shared understanding of diploFemale College 150 years ago when other universimacy, community, and civility have fallen away,
ties catered only to men. Later, it served those who
leaving societies struggling for meaning, devoid
were economically disadvantaged when other
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institutions catered to the wealthy and privileged.
In its third incarnation, Valparaiso University was
created to broadly serve Lutheran lay people while
other Lutheran universities focused on preparing teachers and clergy. Today, it embraces the
Christian intellectual tradition and its Lutheran
heritage while other institutions distance themselves from both.
Ours is a rich legacy. Our past leaders have
been people of vision, people of courage. People
who sought to forego the easy way in favor of
the right way. People who approached intellectual curiosity as a gift not a threat. People who
reached across lines of color and gender as true
stewards of all that both higher learning and faith
have to offer.
From this tradition, we must set out on the
next leg of our journey.
From this brave heritage, we must find our
renewed determination. From this understanding of our place where Athens meets Jerusalem
(Kretzmann 1959), we will write the next chapter
in the life of Valparaiso University.

F

OR WE ARE A UNIVERSITY AT THE NEXUS.

That word, nexus, comes to us from Roman
law. It is a term for debts and obligations
(OED, Second Edition). The meaning of the word
has evolved over time to mean "a point of connection" or "the most important point" in a relationship. The modern meaning of nexus preserves that
sense of obligation and connection, but focuses on
the critical nature of that juncture that keeps things
from falling apart.
Friends and colleagues, Valparaiso University
stands at that critical juncture in many ways.
We are at the nexus for the students who come
here from nearly every state and fifty -seven countries
around the world, the most critical point between
how they were shaped by their past and the promise of what they will become in their future.
We stand at the nexus of the Lutheran Churchthe Missouri Synod and the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America- as a developer of dedicated
and theologically sophisticated lay leaders, a center for theological and historical research, a place
of discernment and formation for generations of
pastors and church workers, a center for liturgical
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creativity, a place for dialogue, a beacon of hope
for reconciliation.
We stand at the nexus of scholarly discourse
in a wide variety of disciplines and for the development of future generations of Christian scholars who will populate colleges and universities
around the world.
For our world, we are at the nexus of institutions who prepare ethical, moral, and professional
leaders, leaders who are called to serve, leaders
who recognize their responsibility to serve as acreative, positive force for good in this world.
With so many people depending on us, with so
many responsibilities and demands, and with finite
resources, we can easily become overwhelmed. It
is easier to play it safe, keep everyone happy, do
what we think is possible under the circumstances,
and postpone the questions that beg to be asked,
because in so doing we may add another burden
to our overcomplicated lives.
We cannot surrender our responsibility as a
university at the nexus. We cannot abandon our
hopes and dreams for these students and this
world to the chaos and despair of our age. We
shall not waiver in our commitment to ask the
questions and act on the answers that can bring
peace, justice, and charity to this weary and inhospitable world. We must not sacrifice our courage,
our boldness, to settle for what is safe or what we
think we can manage reasonably-that is, quite
simply, to surrender to the tyranny of the possible
(Aristarkhova 2005).
I tell you today, my friends, the tyranny of
the possible has never discovered a cure or built a
school. That philosophy has never created a powerful play, written path-breaking legislation, nor
founded a business. It has never inspired a symphony, broken an athletic record, discovered a
technology, built a skyscraper, or planned a city.
It has never fed a child in poverty or taught that
same child to read. It has never opened a heart or
brought a soul closer to God.

W

E SIMPLY CANNOT SETTLE FOR WHAT IS
POSSIBLE BECAUSE MORE IS REQUIRED.

Valparaiso University has embarked
on the most comprehensive visioning process in
its history. Together, as students and faculty, staff

and alumni, community leaders and trusted adviWill history show that, from this moment, the
sors, we will gather to dream collectively about
university committed the efforts of every student,
tomorrow.
faculty, and staff member to becoming exemplary
stewards of our environment, where we emphaWe will dream about what it means to be a university at the nexus, not for today but for those who
sized the education and development of the whole
will gather in this place twenty years from now.
person-mind, body, and soul-honoring the gifts
We will search for the words to describe the unigiven to us by God?
versity's most desired future. We will delineate a
Might this be the moment when the university
set of actions that will propel us toward that future.
began to spread its light among the nations, exportIt is an auspicious moment in our 150-year history,
ing its unique learning experience to students in
potent with promise, riddled with uncertainty, cerother places around the world?
tain to change us in ways we cannot yet discern.
Will it be said that from this moment, we gave,
out of gratitude, all that is required?
I do not pretend to know nor can I predict
what will come of our dreaming
together. Only God knows the
NY
FUTURE
WE
CAN
journey in store for us.
imagine will require
When our watch
But when our watch in this
more. More from our
faculty, more from our staff, more
place is over and we are swept
in this place is over
away from this earth like a
from our alumni and friends, and
and
we
are
swept
dream, what will the generamore from our students.
tions who follow us say about
Students, what will the
away from this earth
our response to this moment?
future say of you?
Will this be the moment
You may sense, as you examlike a dream, what
when Valparaiso University
ine the state of our political diswill the generations
encountered, understood, and
course and the apparent loss of
embraced its 150-year legacy as
our
nation's moral compass that
who follow us say
a place of boldness and innovathis grand American experiment
about our response
tion; where it renewed its callinto which you have been born
ing to take risks and to lead with
is in decline. You may wonder
to this moment?
courage?
what is ahead, what you will
Will this moment propel us
be left with when you enter the
to grow into one of the finest
larger world.
and most influential Christian universities in the
Perhaps more than at any time in world hisworld?
tory, the amount of change and upheaval lying
Will history acknowledge that this was the
ahead will be so pervasive and the opportunity
moment when the University was able to honor
to affect the future so great, that the leadership
its Lutheran heritage and invite, welcome, and
you have to offer, the example you will set as
engage people from all nations, all races and culyou commit to making a positive difference in
tures, all classes, all faiths-a place of hospitality,
this world, will provide tremendous opportunia place of respect, a place of dialogue, a place for
ties and great rewards. It all depends on your
reconciliation?
discovery and development of your God-given
Will this be the moment when Valparaiso
abilities, how you choose to focus your energy,
University dedicated itself to make a superior faithand whether you will rise above the failures of
based education accessible and affordable for stuthis age to restore a sense of moral purpose and
dents and their families, when it began to make it
integrity to our nation's conduct in business, in
possible for students to pursue their academic pasgovernment, and in world affairs.
sions rather than settle only for a major where they
Today, I tell you that America and the world
could earn the most money upon graduation?
needs you to be a great generation (Mandela). Our
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nation and our world need Valparaiso University
to prepare and graduate more students like you
and more students need to follow your lead.
We need you to focus your best thinking and
your broadest vision on the profound challenges
that face us. We need you to seek out new and
renewable forms of energy, to discover cures to our
most debilitating diseases, to invite the Holy Spirit
to energize our church communities, to heal our
broken families, to nourish the hungry and bring
dignity to the impoverished, to help the homeless
and the imprisoned find their ways back to productive lives, to inspire us with art, music, theater,
and film, and to share the wealth that you create.
Make no mistake, in this undertaking there
will be much to distract you. Our culture has much
expertise at the art of distraction. But as our popular music and movies enthrall you with the dramas in which other people die, I ask you today, for
what will you live? What are your big ideas? How
will you shape the world?
Valparaiso University must be a place where
you can formulate and explore the most important questions for your generation, where you can
begin to change the world. Valparaiso University
should be that nexus from which you can meet
and learn from the most important voices of this
age as well as from the past, a place where you can
safely challenge the world's assumptions, question your own beliefs and emerge with a clearer
understanding of who you are and how you will
operate in the larger world. You should demand
that from this institution. And you should demand
that from yourself.
It is the only way to discover the more that is
required.
Faculty and staff colleagues, we must rededicate ourselves this day to these aspiring women
and men who sit here among us and who look
toward tomorrow with both anxiety and hope. We
must nurture in them the knowledge, skills, experience, and moral foundation to navigate through
the turbulent times ahead. We must cultivate their
God-given talents and abilities, offer them encouragement and support, and foster their development
as disciplined and principled leaders. We must
challenge them to perform at the highest level. We
must pray for them, pray without ceasing.
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Alumni and friends, we must give, out of gratitude, all that we can give to bring the finest faculty to this university, offer scholarships that will
bring the kinds of students who have the potential
to lead and serve the world to come regardless of
·their ability to pay, provide superior facilities in
which to learn and live, and offer the technology
that will facilitate learning and communication
around the world. We must do this because now,
more than ever, the world needs Valpo graduates.

T

HIS IS THE MORE T HAT IS REQUIRED .

This is why I have accepted God's call
to be here and to serve as your eighteenth
president. This is why I will commit all that is in me
to do that which is required. This is why we gather
here, praying that God will light paths and open
doors. That God will bring us men and women
from around the world who believe in our dream,
and that together, we will build a truly great and
welcoming university under the Cross, a university
at the nexus of all that has been and all that is to
come.
May God bless each one of us in this endeavor.
And may God prosper the work of our hands. t

Mark A. Heckler is the eighteenth president of

Valparaiso University. He assumed office on 1 July
2008.
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WHEN ON THE ROAD TO MONON
When on the road to Monon from the north
You'll pass a great monotony of com.
Just drive on, you'll get your money's worth
Of seeing green until your eyes are worn
From the abundant light off every leaf.
Tank up and talk of bushels per acre.
Don't talk yourself to sleep; this life's too brief
As it is; don't want to meet your maker
Any time soon. The trucks will growl you back
Into your concentration as they rush
Against the air that rides with you. Keep track
Of where you are and what you want. A brush
With the end might wake you to what you are:
Some light that rides beside you in the car.

Hans Ed win Winzeler

I:m:migration, Identity, and Space
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become part of American society without
losing everything that makes it unique
and different? How can Hindu-Indian immigrants
preserve their rituals, languages, and culture-and
pass this cultural heritage on to their childrenand at the same time establish a presence for themselves within the broader American community?
The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965
changed the pattern of immigration to the United
States, opening the door for skilled professionals
from India to immigrate to the United States in
search of educational opportunities and employment. Indian Hindus began arriving in the United
States in large numbers during the 1970s and early
1980s. A later act, passed in 1984, gave preference
to immigrants trying to reunite their families and
triggered another surge in immigration by Indian
Hindus in the 1990s. These Indian immigrants have
established themselves successfully in their new
society, but they face the same challenges experienced by earlier waves of immigrants to the United
States-how to maintain identities that are rooted in
the faith and culture they brought along with them
from India and how, at the same time, to develop
new identities as members of American society.
For Indian immigrants in the United States (and
in other western countries, such as Britain, Canada,
and Germany), religion has played a particularly
important role in the preservation and negotiation of individual and group identities. Religion
involves contending and contesting boundaries.
More clearly than anything else, religion provides
a transcendent basis for a group's identity and distinguishes the group from others. So as they have
become more established in the United States,
Indian Hindus have established temples or cultural
centers that play a significant role in the process of
creating new forms of transnational religion and
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identity. These temples or centers foster an acculturation process through which immigrant Indians
learn how to maintain their Hindu/Indian identities in ways that are consistent with their developing identities as Americans.
But such a process raises significant questions:
What elements of Hindu/Indian worship do these
groups preserve from their native practices in India?
How do Hindus at the temple/center negotiate
their Hindu/Indian identities in the United States,
a country where "religious affiliation is such an
important and socially accepted marker" (Williams
216)? More significantly, what does it mean to maintain a Hindu/Indian identity in the United States?
Can one actually represent Hinduism in the public
sphere through a voluntary, umbrella organization
like a cultural center? These questions raise broader
issues of cross-cultural adaptations and boundary
crossing experiences. As Martin Heidegger claims,
"A boundary is not that which something stops but,
as the Greeks recognized, the boundary is that from
which something begins its presencing."
This essay, based on fieldwork visits during
the first few months of 2009, presents an ongoing
project that involves understanding public representations of Hinduism at the Indian American
Cultural Center (IACC), a non-profit organization
situated in Merrillville, Indiana. The primary focus
of this project is to understand how Hinduism is
represented through the IACC and how Hindus
negotiate their religious and cultural identities in
American society.
The essay is divided into two sections. First,
it contains an overview of the Indian American
Cultural Center of Northwest Indiana, which
includes a brief introduction to the communities
that worship, educate, and organize their cultural
events there. Second, it briefly analyzes how the
center enables Hindus in Northwest Indiana to

maintain and negotiate their religious and cultural identities through this umbrella organization
and how this organization represents ecumenical
Hinduism.
There were two reasons to embark on such a
project at the IACC. First, since I moved to Indiana
in 2007, I was interested to find a Hindu temple
where I could personally be engaged in my own
understanding of the complex and diverse Hindu
tradition and where I could also send my students to experience the religion and culture represented there. Second, the dual
name presented by the center
intrigued me. In its newsletter the center names itself the
"Indian American Cultural
Center," while on the refrigerator magnets listing events it calls
itself the "Northwest Indiana
Hindu Religious Center," and
on its Internet website, both
these names were included
(www.iacc-nwindiana.org).

Indian American Cultural
Center of Northwest Indiana
The IACC, situated on
Merrillville Road in Merrillville,
Indiana, is a rectangular building with a large glass door entrance that leads to a
foyer. As one enters through the doorway, on the
left is a room to take off shoes and coats. On the
wall of the foyer to the left, a visitor can see a big
picture of Mahatma Gandhi, his spinning wheel,
and a dove symbolizing peace. On the right side
of the foyer is a door that leads to an auditorium
used for religious activities and cultural programs.
On the west side of the auditorium are small classrooms for children's education. This auditorium is
often rented out to non-Indians in the community
for wedding receptions and party gatherings.
The IACC was founded eight years ago with
the goal of building a cultural center in Northwest
Indiana. Hindus gather here and use the space for
religious and cultural purposes. The center opened
on 9 March 2002. The merging of Indian and
American identities can be observed in occasional
rummage sales, karaoke nights, and a long list of

cultural programs at the center. Plans are underway
to expand the center and to construct a permanent
shrine for worship that will help build the community and make its presence ever more prominent in
the area. As Diana Eck asserts, "For Hindu immigrants to America, the process of building a temple
is simultaneously the process of building a community" (221). In the case of the IACC, the building
of a shrine has drawn out a large number of volunteers to work toward the fruition of their dreams.
As the IACC president's message reads, "We have

a great deal of work ahead of us and many dreams
to realize. We all have to work together to make
that happen" (Shah).
The establishment of the IACC, a space for
regular worship, education, and cultural events
is making a "presencing"; it is a space that facilitates the negotiation of Hindu/Indian identities
and a "unified Hinduism" in the United States
that transcends boundaries between various
Hindu sectarian groups while maintaining some
of those boundaries. Hindu/Indian identity refers
to an identity that transcends religious and cultural boundaries. Sikhs and Muslims from India
have their own Gurudwara and Mosque on
Colorado Street, Crown Point, Indiana. One significant reason for the IACC's growing popularity is the ecumenical vision of the center, which
houses worship services of four different Hindu
groups. In this regard, the IACC, an umbrella

organization representing Hinduism, maintains
diversity within Hinduism while also practicing
inclusiveness. In other words, the IACC embodies both inclusivity and exclusivity, contesting
and contending boundaries as devotees negotiate
religious and cultural identities within the given
space of the IACC.
Through weekly gatherings, different groups
of Hindus engage in devotion, education, and services. There are four groups that meet on a regular
basis at the center: the Chinrnaya Mission Society
(CMS), the Arati Puja Group (APG), the Ammachi
Bhajan Group (ABG), and the Sai Bhajan Group
(SBG). All of these groups meet at different times
at the center. This essay focuses primarily on the
CMG and the APG.
The Chinrnaya Mission group consists of
around fifty families, all of them Indian-American,
who meet at the IACC from 4:30 to 7:00pm every
Sunday for education, devotion, and fellowship.
The majority of these families immigrated to the
United States in the 1970s. They reside primarily
in the communities of Merrillville, Schererville,
Munster, and Valparaiso. A couple of families
travel all the way from South Bend, Indiana, to
attend CMS worship and programs.
At 4:30 a few children attend biilviharinstruction about Hindu culture and creed, similar
to Christian Sunday school-in small classrooms.
The classes are divided according to grade levels.
During this time children are taught lessons from
the Hindu scripture, the Bhagavad Gita, and they
make craft items based on those lessons and in
relation to American practices. For example, on
the Sunday after Valentine's Day, I saw children
holding heart shaped craft items with Hindu ideals such as "love parents" or "love and respect for
all" written on them. Children also learn the art
of reciting verses from the Gzta and singing devotional songs called bhajan during worship.
Simultaneously, in the foyer behind a screen
partition, a group of adults (around ten) study
the Bhagavad Gita under the guidance of Swami
Sharananandaji, who travels regularly from
Chicago. The Swami and the adult group read
verses from the Gita and reflect on those verses,
relating them to the contemporary global situation
and discussing how one should lead a life based
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on the moral values emphasized in the Gzta. The
educational programs as well as the worship hour
reinforce the Chinrnaya Mission Society's pledge.
We stand as one family bound to each other
with love and respect. We serve as an army,
courageous and disciplined, ever ready to
fight against all low tendencies and false
values within and without us. We live honestly the noble life of sacrifice and service
producing more than what we consume and
giving more than what we take. We seek the
Lord's grace to keep us on the path of virtue, courage, and wisdom. May Thy grace
and blessings flow through us to the world
around us. We believe that the service of our
country is the service of the Lord of Lords,
and devotion to the people is the devotion
to the Supreme Self. We know our responsibilities; give us the ability and courage to
fulfill them. OM TAT SAT.
As the education hour progresses, more families arrive to attend the worship service, which
begins at 6:00 in the auditorium. In the worship
room, its air filled with the aroma of incense, children and women, most of them wearing bright
Indian dresses, sit on the floor singing and reciting verses from the Chinrnaya Mission book, Hrdi
Bhiivayiimi, while men, all of them wearing Westernstyle clothes, sit on the chairs neatly arranged in
rows at the back of the room and join the signing
and recitation. All the worshippers face the far end
of the room where a temporary shrine has been
built on a table neatly draped with red brocade
cloth. The shrine houses small stone carved images
of Kn;Da-Radha, Gane~a, and a framed image of
Chinrnayananda Swami, founder of the CMG.
Other items on the table include fruit and sweet
offerings, a bell, and small votive candles lit during
the worship service. Beside this temporary shrine
the Swami, wearing saffron dhoti (loin cloth) and
kurta (Indian tunic), remains seated on a chair.
The worship begins with everyone greeting
each other, "Hari Om." The Swarniji leads the worship service, which typically includes the children
reciting slokas, verses from the Gita, and a short
moral lesson they learned in class. The service

concludes with a ritual called iirati. During that
time, Swamiji offers the parsiida, a food offering, to
the deity, and this offering is later distributed to the
devotees outside the worship space. Before anyone
makes an announcement, he or she first prostrates
before the Swami, receives his blessing, and then
begins by saying "Hari Om." At the conclusion of
the service, people form a line to pay their respect,
first to the host of deities and Chinmayanandaji's
image, and second to the Swamiji by prostrating
before him and receiving his blessings. The worshippers vacate the room leaving the images of
deities on the temporary altar for the Arati Puja
Group. As soon as the CMG service is over, a person quickly carries away the framed picture of
Chinmayanandaji and stores it in a cupboard in a
room beside the auditorium.
The new Arati Piija Group met for the first
time on 4 January 2009. This worship service
begins every Sunday at 7:15p.m. and ends around
7:45. A relatively small number attend the worship, around five persons. More women attend
this service than men. The Arati puja ritual- led
by Dr. Devanathan, a retired professor of physics, who is assisted by his wife Ambuja-typically
includes chanting slokas, singing bhajans, iirati, and
the distribution of parsiida. The flame is passed
for devotees to receive the light symbolic of illumination overcoming ignorance. This is followed
by the devotees paying their respect to the deities. Once the puja concludes, the deities are carried away and carefully placed in a cupboard in
an adjoining room at the center. Dr. Devanathan
mentioned that they omit some recitations, such as
the Tamil Sri Vai1?r:tava hymn narrating the sovereignty of Vi1?DU "Palliindu, Palliindu," because there
is no one to sing those and many who attend the
APG meetings are not from the Tamil background.
He added, "We try to include everyone when it
comes to languages and devotees because there
are people from North India who worship with
us." Moreover, his wife recently has expressed her
willingness to learn about Saiva tradition. This is
the tradition of those who worship Siva, a Hindu
god. She could never have thought of doing this
when she was in India, because she is a Vai1?r:tava
(devotee of Vi1?J::tU, another Hindu god), and there
has been tension between the Saiva and Vai1?r:tava

devotional sectarian groups in India going back
to the medieval period. In such instances, one can
observe how Hindu immigrants, with their variant regional and sectarian traditions, become more
inclusive while also maintaining their distinctiveness, as they worship in different groups. "Hindu
temple life is part of the diverse and textured life of
the Hindu tradition; especially, in the United States
the topography is highly nuanced" (Eck 223).

Ecumenical Hinduism and
Hindu/Indian Identities
Ecumenism, oikumene, is a term derived from
the Greek word oikos meaning "house." As a house
has various rooms under a roof, the IACC, as an
umbrella organization, houses diverse groups of
Hindus and represents ecumenical Hinduism (see
Vertovec 162-64; Williams 1988 and 1992, 238-40).
The center in this regard becomes a space for negotiating religious and cultural identities for Indian/
Hindu immigrant families in Northwest Indiana.
Fred Clothey, in his study of the Tamil in
Singapore, classified their temples into five stages.
The first stage involves the creation of a makeshift space and representation of deity, such as
a picture or a portable shrine, and the establishment of a "cultural center," which presents a sense
of "liminality or marginality" in the new society.
The second stage is when the community begins
to perform more formal agamic rites and when
funds become available for the construction of a
permanent shrine and the installation of permanent deities. The third stage includes the installation of a Brahmin priest and the attempt to enlarge
or update the temple in a way that is as consistent
as possible with an authentic Indian temple. The
temple reaches a fourth stage when all of the necessary religious elements of the temple are present
and spaces are also available for subsidiary events
such weddings and other cultural events. The fifth
stage is when a temple becomes an international
pilgrimage center (Clothey 58-77).
Based on Clothey's classification, the IACC
stands in-between the second and the third stages,
representing continuing marginality as well as the
community's desire to attain "authenticity." This
became apparent while conversing with an immigrant worshipper of the Chinmaya Mission group,
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who also worships with the Arati Puja Group. "We
are doing our best to present the authentic religion
and culture in the Northwest Indiana region as
well as to our kids." In a subdued voice he added,
"None of the young adult children come to the
center for worship; they say they feel bored, while
many come more often to attend cultural events
than religious events." This response points us to a
generational gap between immigrant parents and
their American-born children. During the CMS's
weekly gatherings, hardly any adolescents ever
were present at either the biilvihar or the worship
service. This leads us then to think that the IACC
can be considered a bridge that enables immigrant
Indian/Hindu families to connect between India
and America, between the traditional and the modern, while bringing together various traditions of
Hinduism as one Indian community in northwest
Indiana.
The IACC is a space in which ritual processes
take place giving meaning to the religious life of
Indian Americans and a space where Hindu identities and generational differences can be negotiated. Religion is central to American life, and
immigrant communities desire to become part of
American society while also maintaining some of
their distinctiveness (Kurien 6; also see Williams
14). Clifford Geertz described religion as a system
of symbols that establishes powerful, pervasive,
and long-lasting moods and motivations by formulating conceptions of a general order of existence (113). The IACC, then, as a space for religious
and cultural representations and for negotiations
of Indian/Hindu identities, gives Indians/Hindus a
sense of order. The building of a Hindu temple or
shrine by Indian Americans represents the founding of a world, a cosmos, in that the Hindu temple
is a space in which cosmic processes are reenacted
and maintained. A temple is a psychic space in
which the community lives and acts out its identity (Clothey 51). It is a world on the boundaries,
no longer purely Indian but not yet part of the
American majority. It is neither entirely Indian nor
entirely American.
The building of the IACC in Northwest
Indiana and the current expansion plans make
the private world of Hindu worship and identity
public, and it announces Hinduism as a viable part

of the American landscape. The center becomes "a
favored arena for acting out these identities" (ibid).
The religion represented through the IACC is a
religion in the making; the center allows Hindus
a space to recreate Hinduism in a different way, in
a new version. What we see represented through
the IACC umbrella organization is the emergence
of an "American Hinduism" similar to "British
Hinduism" (Knott 89-102).
The IACC represents this ecumenical Hinduism in the public sphere; that is, it represents
various traditions of Hinduism, makes space for
Indian/Hindus to negotiate religious and cultural
identities, and redefines Hinduism in its transplanted context adding to the existing "heterogeneity" of a tradition called Hinduism. In this, it
serves an important need not only of immigrant

Hindu communities but also of Indian immigrant
Christian communities and many other immigrant communities as well. The Indian American
Cultural Center, and many other centers and
organizations like it, provide a space where members of immigrant communities can learn how
their own cultures and traditions can become part
of the complex socio-religious matrix of American
society and where they can maintain and negotiate
their own communities' unique conglomerations
of identities. f

George Pati is Assistant Professor of Theology at
Valparaiso University.
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nation
Thinking Like Sorokin in a
Decadent Culture
Robert Benne

O

UR NEWSPAPER CARRIES A CELEBRATED LOCAL

columnist by the name of Ben Beagle, a
graduate of our college who identifies
himself as a "semi-hysterical" reporter. He uses an
amusing ploy when he claims some minor disaster has overtaken him, such as his dog eating his
newly written column. Then, he says, he is shocked
into writing like Ernest Hemingway. He proceeds
to write in macho sentences, short and crisp, for
the rest of the column.
I experience something similar. When I become
inordinately discouraged by the decadence of
American culture, I begin to think like Pitirim A.
Sorokin (1889-1968). Sorokin, now much out of
favor among sociologists, was already beginning
to fade when I entered graduate school in the late
1950s. He was a fascinating figure. Born in Russia
and steeped in Russian Orthodoxy, Sorokin spent
time in jail because of his resistance to the Czar.
He was a functionary in the Kerensky regime, but
that of course was temporary. After the revolution
he studied sociology, law, and penology, and begin
writing books in those areas. He sharply criticized
the new Communist regime and was faced with
the choice of imprisonment, execution, or exile. He
took exile, emigrated to the United States, took a job
teaching sociology at the University of Minnesota,
and then founded the Department of Sociology at
Harvard.
At Harvard, Sorokin gave up his earlier commitment to "empirical" sociology and developed what
one could call a normative sociology, one which was
informed by his own philosophical and religious
commitments. Combative and sarcastic, Sorokin
engaged in some celebrated academic conflicts. His
rival sociologist at Harvard, Talcott Parsons, finally
had him removed from his position as head of the
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department in 1955. He continued writing until
his death in 1968, focusing on the necessary role of
altruism in any wholesome social life.
As a graduate student, I read his The Crisis of
Our Age (1941) in which he developed his then
famous theory of cultural cycles. He argued that
cultures move from ideational cultures, in which
transcendent reality is the organizing center of
social life, to idealistic cultures, in which there is
a creative blend of the ideational and the sensate,
to sensate cultures, which are focused on sensory
perceptions and experiences. This latter stage
rejects transcendent values and moves toward
decadence and chaos, within which is born a new
ideational culture. The transitions between cycles
are characterized by violent upheavals. Sorokin
thought the period of the Second World War was
such an upheaval, one which marked the end of a
sensate cycle and presaged the dawning of a new
ideational phase.
Sorokin was on to something profound when
he argued that older cultures, in contrast to our
present culture, were guided by what they considered to be transcendent norms. Israel believed the
Law was a holy revelation from God and organized
her life around that transcendent point of reference. Christianity reverenced the Law but believed
in the revelation of Christ as the supreme point of
reference. Christ was the focal point in which God's
dimension poured into ours, not only revealing the
will of God to us mortals but also performing saving acts. The Catholic Church organized a "Christ
Above Culture" model of social life, which in due
time became Christendom.
Western history has been decisively shaped
by the normative notions of Christendom. We
have lived off the capital that was initiated by the

quality but because of its nostalgic associations.
Most of it was flotsam and jetsam, rightly consigned
to oblivion. But some of it had higher aesthetic
qualities, for example the vocal performances of
Frank Sinatra, the jazz of Brubeck or Stan Kenton,
or some of the Broadway pieces of that time. The
best of the popular music had a measure of delicacy, romance, and subtlety about it. Lyrics were
clever, sometimes even sophisticated. The music
was attractive, maybe even lovely.
ENSATE
CULTURE
EMPHASIZES
SENSORY
One of the marks of a sensate culture is its
experience as the guiding principle of
unwillingness to make qualhuman
life.
The
adjectives Sorokin uses are rr,::=================================m itative judgments about such
things as music or art beyond
"sensational,
passionate,
From the Renaissance,
their technical characterpathetic, sensual, incessantly
Reformation,
and
istics and/or performance.
new, radically oriented
Since
music and art are to
toward the empirical world,
Enlightenment onward for
be judged by the sensations
materialistic." He has major
several centuries we had
they excite in the brains of
discussions of sensate art,
the listener or viewer, such
philosophy, ethics, law, and
an ('idealistic" culture-a
qualitative judgments are
family. Though he wrote
creative blend of the
impossible to make. Beauty
around the time of the
is indeed in the ears and eyes
Second World War, many of
ideational and the sensate.
of the receiver of the signals.
his insights can be applied to
But now the residue of
In a recent conversathe contemporary world.
tion with a music professor
Take popular music,
even the idealistic culture
who had just taken to teachfor example. Exposure to
is fast receding and we
ing popular music in his
popular music makes me
classes, I asked if there were
start thinking like Sorokin. I
are moving deeply into a
not some sort of hierarchy in
continue to be perplexed by
sensate culture.
music. I wondered whether
the heavy vitalism of much
he was teaching students to
modem popular music. Cars
appreciate what I believe
with huge sound systems
to be higher forms of music-that of Beethoven,
pulsate so powerfully the sound waves can be
Mozart, Bach. It always has seemed to me that such
felt blocks away. Students put tiny speakers into
music has a beauty and seriousness that rise far
their ears but you can still hear the reverberations.
The music is loud and energetic, heavily sexual.
beyond what popular music can convey. At its best
it opens the door to transcendent beauty; it brings
Hip-hop and rap emphasize heavy rhythm with a
forth ecstasy in the hearer. The great conductor
faintly threatening effect. Their lyrics are raw and
vulgar. The last thing one could say about their
Georg Solti once said that the best proof for the
form and content is that they are beautiful. It is difexistence of God was the appearance of Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart in human history. By that remark
ficult to believe that young people weaned on such
music will ever be able to appreciate more subtle
I take it he meant that Mozart's music was so stunand delicate forms. One could formulate a theorem
ningly beautiful that it transported you to the spirithat as our sound equipment has gotten better and
tual realm. It gives the hearer an encounter with
better, popular music has gotten worse and worse.
transcendence.
My professor colleague would have none of
Certainly the popular music that I grew up
with is attractive to me not so much because of its
my argument. A high-brow himself, he would

ideational revelation of the Christ event and developed and tended by the Catholic Church. From
the Renaissance, Reformation, and Enlightenment
onward for several centuries we had what Sorokin
called an "idealistic" culture-a creative blend of
the ideational and the sensate. But now the residue
of even the idealistic culture is fast receding and
we are moving deeply into a sensate culture.

S

only allow that the piano compositions of Bach
had more technical complexity than most popular music. I could report similar conversations
with those in the art history department, where
the word "beauty" is no longer used. It seems to
me that the elite world has followed the popular
world in reducing everything to the sensory perceptions of the hearer or viewer, only we call this
attitude post-modernism. In this world there is no
transcendent point of reference to make judgments
about truth, beauty, or goodness.
Speaking of goodness, many developments
in the contemporary moral world make me think
like Sorokin. Let's take, for example, the radical
ethical utilitarianism of Peter Singer, who holds
an endowed chair at that old Presbyterian institution, Princeton University. While many of his arguments still horrify those who hear or read them, we
are inching closer to a Singerian world.
Singer argues that all living beings have similar sensory perceptions and therefore there is
really no qualitative difference between humans
and animals. A terribly deformed human baby
has less claim to life than a fully functioning pig
because the latter can experience far more pleasure
than the former. Likewise, human parents should
have a year's time to consider whether they really
want an imperfect baby they may have brought
forth . They should be able to refuse the life of that
baby because it would be too much of a burdentoo much pain- for them. Singer also has put forward arguments for bestiality as long as it does
not inflict pain on the unsuspecting animal. He
believes that the taboo against bestiality is one of
the last vestiges of the Judea-Christian insistence
on a hierarchy of being in which humans are not to
engage in sex with lower beings.
The animal rights movement-at least in its
more radical fringes-exhibits not only the elevation of the right for animals to enjoy pleasure over
pain but the reduction of humans to the level of
animals. An adjunct philosophy professor I once
hired for my department was a militant atheist
and animal rights proponent. She raised pure-bred
horses as an avocation. After an unlikely conversion to Christianity, she told me that one of the
things she noticed after her conversion was that she
could more easily "put down" an ailing animal. It
no longer was like putting an equal being to death.
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Sorokin would predict this leveling as an
upshot of sensate culture, which wants to rid itself
of religious notions of human nature and destiny.
Judaism and Christianity both affirm that humans
are created in the image of God, and therefore of
incomparable worth. This affirmation, of course, is
not verifiable on empirical grounds, or on utilitarian
grounds. Rather, it is grounded in the will of God
that is revealed in the Holy Scriptures. This worth
may even be affirmed in idealistic Enlightenment
notions of the high respect for the rational agent,
but that is but an echo of its earlier ideational
formulation. Judaism and Christianity both have
strong deontological elements that claim intrinsic
value for all human beings and intrinsic rightness
for actions that conform to the will of God.
Such deontological affirmations are under
severe pressure from the utilitarian movement of
sensate culture in Western cultures. Whether it is
the new openness to experimenting with human
embryos in stem cell research, the reduction of
marriage from a life-long covenant to a contractual agreement between partners, the moral
deregulation of sex, the resolute separation of law
from religiously-based morality, or the effort to
expunge religious values from the public sphere,
all seem to indicate a flight from the transcendent
norms-ideationally based-that have guided
Western culture for so long.
Sorokin was certain that the chaos and decadence of the sensate phase would soon give way to
a new birth of ideational culture. I am not so sure.
We could putter along this way for a long time,
pursuing the Kleinigkeiten of sensate existence at
the expense of real aspiration or adventure. But
the human spirit is irrepressible and there will be
rebellions against such a reduction of humanity.
Some of those rebellions could be nasty indeed. On
the other hand, the vigor of religious subcultures in
the America is far from depleted. They carry some
conviction that God's guidance surpasses that of
the promptings of the senses, and, if they live up to
their convictions, may provide wholesome models
for a decaying civilization. f

Robert Benne is Director of the Roanoke College Center
for Religion and Society.

law
Nonsmoking: On Principle and Compromise
Bruce Berner

P

EOPLE SHOULD NOT CO MP ROMI SE THEIR PRIN-

ciples; they also should not believe that
refusal to compromise is itself a principle.
This was driven home for me when I served on a
taskforce appointed by the Mayor of Valparaiso
to consider whether or not to recommend to the
City Council an ordinance prohibiting smoking
in public places and, if the decision was in the
affirmative, to draft a proposed ordinance to that
effect. To give away the end of the "story," after
a year's work, we recommended an ordinance
which was passed by the Council in December
2006, took effect on 1 April 2007, and has been
operating successfully (more or less) since then.
For me, however, the real "story" was not the
result but the process, an odyssey in political philosophy, legal theories (from the sublime to the
ridiculous), human psychology, science, education, and the power of dialogue. My most vivid
memory from this odyssey is a moment at a taskfarce meeting about ten months into our work
immediately after each member, including I, had
registered strong opposition to various aspects of
the proposal then under consideration. Suddenly
an epiphany hit me squarely between the eyes:
"Everyone has found something to hate in this
proposal. This baby is going to pass! " But let's
start at the beginning, first globally, then locally.
The Current Global Status of Smoking Regulation
The current international typhoon of smoking
prohibitions is driven by greater scientific knowledge about the effects of "second-hand smoke."
Thus, unlike earlier anti-smoking crusades, these
regulations are not aimed at paternistically protecting the smoker but protecting others who are
impacted by its use.
The United States government has long
been schizophrenic about the issue. The Surgeon

General of the United States and the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention have issued major
studies clearly demonstrating the negative effects
of second-hand smoke. Federal law requires stern
warnings on each pack of cigarettes and severely
limits the advertisement of tobacco products. On
the other hand, tobacco is a big part of our economy, tobacco makes an easy target for taxation,
and tobacco growers actually receive government
subsidies. The US relationship with tobacco bears
an interesting (though not identical) resemblance
to its relationship with gambling. As Yakov
Smirnoff might say, "Government makes gambling illegal. Then the government runs or licenses
huge gambling operations. What a country!"
Because of this, all of the regulation of
second-hand smoke in our country has occurred
at the state or local level. More than half of the US
population lives in areas where tobacco is banned
in all workplaces, bars, and restaurants. As of
December 2005, however, Indiana had no such
statute and no indication that one was imminent.
Nor was there any indication that Porter County
had an interest in addressing the question.
The City of Valparaiso Enters the Fray
At the urging of some City Council members,
and because of his own interest in Valparaiso's
being a "Fit City," Mayor Jon Costas decided to
form a taskforce to study the problem at the local
level. Afflicted with an unusual type of insanity, he asked me if I would chair it. I said "Yes ...
[there's the Lutheran part of me] ... under certain
conditions [there's the lawyer]." The first condition was that two City Council members sit on the
taskforce, one who was in favor of the regulation
and one who was opposed. The two council members appointed (Jan Dick and Joey Larr) were not
only devoted both to their starting positions and

to the broad public interest but served as a continuous conduit to the other five council members, some of whom began to attend taskforce
meetings (all open to the public under Indiana
law). The second condition was that the Mayor,
City Administrator, and I would work together
to identify the other members. They included the
Program Co-ordinator for the Tobacco Education
and Prevention Coalition at Valparaiso University
(Susan Gleason), a local restaurateur deeply
respected by others in the restaurant and bar
businesses (Russ Adams), and the recently retired
HR Director for a major employer in Valparaiso
(Chuck Parsons).
The Survey
The first decision the taskforce made was to
commission a survey of local citizens on the question of regulating smoking in workplaces, restaurants, bars, and public places generally. Elected
officials need to take the public's pulse on controversial issues, and relying on only the small cadre
of citizens who attend public meetings, a huge percentage of whom are NIMBYs, can be misleading.
For the survey, we commissioned the Community
Research and Service Center of the Department
of Political Science at Valparaiso University. (The
Director is Prof. Larry Baas, and the Associate
Director is Prof. James Old, who is also editor of
this publication.) We primarily wanted to measure the public's opinion about city regulation of
smoking in public places. Questions, of course,
were also asked about opinions on health issues,
whether people would stop (or start) going to
restaurants or bars if smoking were prohibited,
and all sorts of demographic questions for stratification purposes. But what we really wanted to
know was what the populace thought about government regulation of smoking in the workplace,
in restaurants, and in bars.
Of the twenty-five hundred questionnaires
sent out, about 40 percent came back, a very high
return rate indicative of passion on both sides.
Here were the percentages in favor of regulation:
in the workplace, 72.7%; in restaurants, 71.6%; in
bars, 51.4%. I think almost every member of the
taskforce and the council was astonished by these
numbers. They do mimic national numbers, but
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one would expect them to be much lower in midwestern states where political scientists tell us
people are more likely to (a) distrust government
generally and (b) distrust professionals.
The Taskforce's Self-Education
The taskforce educated itself in many other
ways as well. We talked to many health-care
professionals about the effects of second-hand
smoke. Interestingly, not one person in this entire
process, including those who absolutely hated
the idea of any regulation, took issue with the fact
that second-hand smoke creates serious health
hazards, especially for children. Compare that
with the endless quibbling over scientific questions in earlier anti-smoking campaigns or with
today's "climate change" (or "global warming")
issue.
We invited the owners and managers of bars
and restaurants to several meetings, as they were
clearly the persons who were most vulnerable to
any such ordinance. Although the international
and national experiences have shown that prohibiting smoking does not generally reduce business in bars and restaurants-though sometimes
there is a short-lived downturn-the smaller the
area being regulated, the greater the potential that
the regulation could have negative competitive
effects because people will just "shop" elsewhere.
These were the most difficult, most vociferous
meetings.
Law and Politics
Although the arguments opposing any regulation were often articulated in ersatz legalese,
they were really statements of deeply held political philosophies, e.g., "How can you take away
our customers' right to smoke?"; "How can you
take away my right to decide whether or not they
smoke in my place?"; "This is just like Prohibition,
and we know that was a failure." At the center of
much of this debate were strong feelings about
the right of a premises owner to control his or
her business and of individuals to choose to
smoke. But these are not serious legal arguments.
Government controls businesses in a myriad of
ways from planning and zoning laws to a wide
variety of health laws, and it controls all of us

regardless of our particular location inside its borders (and sometimes outside of them too). If someone were charged with battering his or her spouse
and argued, "What? Is the government now going
to control what I do in my own house?" would we
give that argument any consideration? What we
were really hearing from these entrepreneurs was
an understandable fear of the economic unknown
coupled, in some cases, with a strong libertarian
political philosophy. I would be remiss if I did not
acknowledge that they conducted themselves at
our meetings with great dignity despite their very
deeply felt vulnerability.
The taskforce also interviewed (primarily by
conference calls) key individuals from other cities
in Indiana (Bloomington, Indianapolis, Lafayette)
that had passed smoking regulation ordinances.
The reports were consistent: (1) there was initial
grousing and fear, but about four months after
the ordinance took effect, everyone settled in and
life went on as before except with less smoke;
(2) enforcement will not be a large problemmost people want to comply with the law; and
(3) almost everyone (including establishment
owners) is happy with the overall effects of the
ordinance. Now two years into the life of the
Valparaiso ordinance, the same three statements
could be made of our experience.
Compromise
The second breakthrough (the survey was
the first) was the realization that a palatable cornpromise could be found. The anti-regulation people had taken note of the survey results and the
testimony from other cities and were willing to
consider some prohibitions. The pro-regulation
people both respected the business owners' fears
and knew how to count to four (a majority of council members). They strongly suspected that the
"whole enchilada" would not sell to four council
members. The taskforce had received very little
objection to workplace regulation. Thus, a workplace prohibition would clearly be included.
The thorny problem was going to be the
"bar and restaurant" question. Our research had
uncovered many attempts to work a compromise
but one in particular emerged as the best for us
in large part because of its elegant simplicity. The

ordinance states to an owner who serves both
food and alcohol: (1) if you run a "restaurant," you
may not allow smoking but may have people of
any age (subject, of course, to other state regulations) as employees or customers; (2) if you run
a "bar" and apply to the city for an exemption
from the ordinance, which the city must grant,
you may allow smoking but cannot have anyone
under eighteen in your establishment either as
employee or patron; and (3) you decide what your
establishment is, but it must be one or the other,
not both. This avoids the intrusiveness of regulators checking over books to see if alcohol or food
predominates and thus actually contains a wisp of
libertarianism. It also tracks the survey-remember that regulating "bars" had only a bare majority but that regulating "restaurants" had a large
majority. I drafted a proposed ordinance which
incorporated this exemption and added private
clubs and retail tobacco stores as others who
could apply for an exemption, and our taskforce,
together with several other council members, met
to consider it. Everybody ticked off precisely the
aspects they hated about it, and I had my aforementioned epiphany. No one liked it 100 percent,
but we could count five or six votes on the council (in part because the taskforce council members
themselves were counting all the time too).
We also learned something surprising about
a hidden benefit of regulation in general. Many
restaurant owners told some of us (clandestinely),
both before and after the ordinance passed, that
they really did not want smoking going on in their
places but were happy to "let the city pull the trigger." That way they could remain the "good guys"
to their patrons.
At taskforce public meetings and at the public
hearing before the City Council all sorts of legal,
political, economic, and social arguments were
advanced. Many were fervent, some disingenuous, and some just zany. My favorite zany argument on this particular odyssey, which we heard
on many occasions, goes like this: "How can you
prohibit smoking when you're doing nothing
about industrial pollution?" or " ... diesel fume
emissions?" or " ... the ozone layer?" What a lawyer would note is that the City of Valparaiso has
no authority over issues which are pre-empted at

either the federal or state level. What any rational
person understands is that, assuming away this
jurisdictional problem, a proposal to beef up pollution control could be met with the argument,
"How can you do this and still let people smoke at
the table next to me?" In short, the argument rests
on the untenable tacit premise that we cannot fix
anything until we fix everything.
The Denouement
At the public hearing before the Mayor and
City Council, many members of the public spoke.
The ratio of the comments were 6-1 in favor of
the proposed ordinance. The council passed the
ordinance 6-1. But what I was most thankful for
was that the taskforce sent the proposal to council
with unanimous 6-0 support.
Our letter of transmittal included this language: "The six of us came to this task with
widely differing opinions. The current draft of an
Ordinance is not what any single one of us would
have wished at the beginning or perhaps even
today. But we all view it as a fair solution, arrived
at after giving careful respect to all opinions, fully
consonant with the public's wishes as manifest
in the survey, and in the public interest." This
happened because people on the taskforce listened to each other. They talked, often forcefully,
because they had strong opinions, but none of
the opinions involved personal interest-all were
centered on their own best understanding of the
public interest. And each brought to the dialogue
the one thing which makes dialogue possiblethe concession, at least in theory, that he or she
could be wrong.
Experience under the Ordinance
The council also passed a resolution asking
the taskforce to report back eighteen months
after the effective date and update the council
as to its operation and any suggested changes.
Our report (completed this past November) was
predictable based on experience in other cities.
There were only a few problems with cheating.
There were no complaints that any workplace or
restaurant was permitting smoking. A few of the
"bars" who had obtained exemptions had to be
reminded several times that they could not have
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patrons under eighteen present, and one had to
be given a citation. No "restaurant" has changed
to a "bar" (this is an annual choice), but we are
beginning to see movement in the opposite direction. A few establishments initially reported
some reduction in business but that has diminished and, besides, other factors these days can
account for that reduction.
I was struck that as the taskforce met to prepare our eighteen-month report that not one of
the six who had started in so many disparate positions wanted to recommend any major change.
Part of that, of course, was the fear of re-opening
Pandora's Box and part was generated by the
fact that there are now rumblings in Indianapolis
about a statewide prohibition. But mostly I think
it was because the ordinance has proven to be a
non-perfect but workable solution which protects
the huge majority from second-hand smoke yet
keeps choice open for the most vulnerable establishment owners. The hard-core smokers still
have their favorite haunts free of this particular form of governmental control, though many
on the taskforce express sorrow for employees,
entertainers, and those dragged along by friends
to these places. There are only about seven such
places left. Most restaurants have gone nonsmoking including, of course, all the national franchises
and chains which are accustomed to this regulation at their other locations.
Conclusion
For me, this exercise was an enlightening affirmation of many truths: people agree far more than
they disagree-they learn this through dialogue;
most people who complain about the law abide
by it; the City of Valparaiso has a Mayor and City
Council who truly understand that public service
is both critical and exasperating. And, finally, one
other truth was reaffirmed- there are times when
compromise itself actually is a principle. t

Bruce Berner is the Louis & Anna Seegers Professor
of Law at Valparaiso University School of Law.

pop culture
Dr. Gregory House, MD: Knight of Faith?
Martin DeNicola

P

RIMETIME

TELEVISION

DRAMA

WAS

NEVER

meant to be a medium for the exploration
of philosophical questions, yet such questions are central to some very popular current
television programs. ABC's Lost names nearly half
of its characters after philosophers and explores
questions of being, time, and ethics. NBC's Heroes
explores the interplay between ideals of vocation and duty, and FOX's House, with the wit
and, at times, wisdom of its titular protagonist,
addresses the faith/reason dichotomy in practically every episode. Contrary to popular belief,
philosophy seems to be quite a money maker for
the television networks.
Unfortunately, in the case of House, in particular, the fact that philosophical questions
are explored does not necessarily mean that
they are explored well. House takes place at
Princeton-Plainsboro Teaching Hospital within
the Department of Diagnostics (which, as far as
I know, is not an actual field of specialization in
medicine). Its main character, Dr. Gregory House,
played by British actor Hugh Laurie, is a crass,
disabled, Vicodin-addicted, atheist, diagnostic
genius who heads a team composed of some of
the world's best and brightest diagnosticians. The
show revolves around House taking on medical
cases he deems "cool" and generally being a nuisance to his coworkers.
In many episodes, House confronts religious
patients, with whom he inevitably engages in
arguments about the meaning of life, the reasonableness of God, and other perplexing religious/
philosophical questions. House always takes the
side opposite God and religion. Most of the arguments House and his patients make constitute
no more than assertions and refutations of something along the lines of Thomas Aquinas's five
proofs for the existence of God. In other words,

"Rational arguments don't usually work
on religious people. Otherwise, there
would be no religious people."
-Dr. Gregory House, MD
these arguments tend to be nothing new or original, and, for the most part, they are presented
in such a way as to create a religious straw man
for House to blow down. If this was as far as the
theme of faith extended in the show, it would not
have much to offer someone genuinely interested
in exploring the perplexities of faith and reason.
So, is the pop philosophy of House just a poor presentation of watered down old ideas, or can something more insightful be drawn from the show?
To be fair , the problem of faith in the series
is far more complex than the show's dialogue
lets on. For example, in the episode "Damned if
You Do," the writers reveal that Dr. Robert Chase
(Jesse Spencer), a member of House's diagnostic
team at the time, dropped out of seminary before
going into medicine. Dr. Chase's reasons for

leaving the seminary, however, remain unclear.
of faith that the show explores through House's
In another episode, "House vs. God," House
experiences.
deduces that what ails a young faith healer is a
case of herpes contracted through premarital
HE PLOTLINE OF EACH EPISODE OF HOUSE, AS I
sex. In "Unfaithful," House meets a disillusioned
am sure regular viewers are aware, is fairly
Catholic priest who has been falsely accused of
formulaic. Every episode can be, more or
molesting a teenage parishioner and is able to
less, diagramed into seven basic plot points: (1)
explain every odd condition that he has experisomeone gets sick, (2) House thinks it is a minor
enced, except for a vision of Christ. Each of these
sickness (this is not always the case), (3) the
episodes aired in a different season of the series
patient's blood or some other bodily fluid comes
and each offered the viewer a crisis of faith to
out of the wrong orifice (this is almost always the
contemplate. While the dialogue between House
case), (4) House is intrigued but does not seem
and his patients may present religion and faith as
to care about the actual well-being of the patient,
straw men, the series's over(5) everyone on the diagnostic
all plot is characterized by an
team brainstorms and comes
exploration of crises of faith.
up with nothing, (6) someEven though House
The question thus bething completely unrelated
comes whether House himmakes
House realize the true
may outwardly claim
self ever undergoes a crisis
cause of the otherwise fatal
to follow only reason
of faith or can even be consickness, and (7) everything
sidered a man of faith. Based
works out.
and logic) his diagnostic
on what House says alone, he
The sixth point is of parprocess is based on his
cannot be understood to have
ticular importance for underfaith. This is the conclusion
standing House's character as
faith in the inevitability
drawn by Henry Jacoby, in his
more complex than his atheisof an unreasonableessay "Selfish, Base Animals
tic outer shell lets on. Reason
Crawling across the Earth:
and logic may eventually probecause inexplicableHouse and the Meaning of
vide an explanation of what
Life." Jacoby describes House
plagues House's patients,
coincidence that will
as holding the attitude that
but the solution is usually
solve each case.
religious faith is something
revealed only through a comthat "might provide comfort
pletely unrelated coincidence
and make us feel good" but
in his life. For instance, in the
that it is also impractical (7). House is someone
episode "Here Kitty," a cat that is always attracted
who "doesn't find religious belief-specifically
to people who are dying (whether or not they
an idea of the afterlife- all that comforting" (7).
know it) sits on House's laptop. House figures
Faith makes us long for something unknown in
out that the cat is really only drawn to heat-not
the future while rejecting a knowable present.
to death. This realization leads him to accurately
House is against faith because it cannot practidiagnose a patient the cat had been attracted to
cally explain anything and does not provide
with a tumor of the appendix. In another episode,
him the same sort of comfort it provides his
"Skin Deep," House correctly diagnoses a woman
patients.
with a testicular tumor only after a male patient
with excess levels of estrogen from a sympathy
Jacoby's conclusions are based on what
House actually says on the show, and they are corpregnancy leads House to deduce that the main
patient is actually a "pseudohermaphrodite."
rect insofar as his analysis is limited to dialogue
alone. However, by only focusing on House's
If these sorts of things only occurred in an
understanding of faith as a longing for the afterepisode or two it would not be a big deal, but
life, Jacoby fails to recognize the complexities
these types of coincidences happen in almost

T
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every episode. In essence, each episode of House
incorporates a deus ex machina in the form of the
inexplicable coincidence that solves a case. This
inexplicable coincidence- and not science, reason, or logic-is the immediate cause of what
eventually becomes the practical solution in
nearly every episode.
While this inexplicable coincidence is never
explicitly recognized or articulated by House, he
subconsciously anticipates it. House is, after all,
the best at what he does. He expects that somehow he will solve the case. In other words, he has
faith that the unsolvable case will get solved, and
insofar as the inexplicable coincidence is necessary for the case to get solved, he has faith that
the inexplicable coincidence will occur. House's
faith is not a matter of longing for the afterlife (as
Jacoby would define faith above) but of expecting the impossible in this life. He can be understood in the same way Kierkegaard's Johannes
de Silentio understands Abraham, and therefore
the "knight of faith," in Fear and Trembling: as a
person with "faith for this life" (20). What makes
this "knight of faith" so great and admirable is
that which he expects: the impossible (16). Even
though House may outwardly claim to follow
only reason and logic, his diagnostic process is
based on his faith in the inevitability of an unreasonable- because inexplicable- coincidence that
will solve each case.

A

House expected the impossible; he expected to
figure out why Dr. Kutner killed himself, and he
never succeeded. As the show has progressed
from this point, House still struggles with this
loss of faith. He seems to be trying to come to
terms with whatever caused this loss of faith, but
he does not know who or what to blame. For a
man so determined to be guided solely by reason
and logic, to come to terms with the unknowable
is utterly absurd.
The philosophical underpinnings of House
are not as cut and dry as the dialogue lets on. In
fact, when taken in its entirety, the show becomes
rather dense and complex. It explores the perplexities of faith and reason without corning to any
clear conclusions. This is, I believe, the best way
to go about doing pop philosophy, which ought
to be used as an extension of Plato's "Allegory
of the Cave." Give the masses a glimpse of the
Ideas, create a longing for them, so that each may
begin her own particular journey toward them.
Pop philosophers should be in the business of
raising questions rather than answering them. f

Martin DeNicolo (VU 2007) is a graduate student at
the University of Colorado at Boulder where he studies
normative political theory and comparative politics.

RECENT EPISODE OF THE PROGRAM MAKES

House's own crisis of faith even more
apparent. In the episode "Locked In,"
Dr. Lawrence Kutner, a more recent addition
to the diagnostic team discovers what is wrong
with the patient that House's team is treating.
Instead of House having an inexplicable moment
that solves the case, the case is not actually solved
by House at all, which is uncharacteristic of the
show in general. In the very next episode, "Simple
Explanation," Kutner commits suicide (Kal Penn,
the actor who plays Kutner, left the show to
accept a position in the Obarna administration).
House never figures out why. Here the writers
are beginning to throw House into his own crisis
of faith and make the faith for this life that drove
his character earlier in the show more explicit.
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Eastwood's End of Violence
Joshua Banner
I DON'T BUY MUSIC ONLINE.
Even eight years ago, when I taught tenth graders, I discovered I was something of a dinosaur
because I was still buying compact discs. I'm not
yet hip to the resurgence of vinyl, but my principles
are somewhat the same. I want to hold the package in my hands, to thumb through the liner notes
while listening to a record in one sitting. I'm interested in following an artist or a band's career. I'm
interested in guest appearances; I want to know
who produced the record, where it was made. I'm
interested in many artists' entire career, and I try to
collect all their work. I'm looking at how individual
songs fit into a larger context, not just downloading
hit singles.
I engage film in a similar manner. It is important to eschew critics' reviews and see a movie just
because it was made by one of the greats. Perhaps
it is true that Clint Eastwood's forty years behind
the camera have been unpredictable and varied. Yet
films like Unforgiven, Mystic River, and Million Dollar
Baby prove that Eastwood deserves our attention.
Gran Torino stands out as a rare foray into
explicit theological content for Eastwood. For those
of us interested in how the currency of God-shaped
ideas thread their way through popular culture, read
on. For those who were, like me, hoping Gran Torino
would be another magisterial feather in Eastwood's
cap, prepare for disappointment. I'm unable to
ignore the film's weaknesses, which I'll quickly
brush through, but I have, as well, a few thoughts
about why this film may be worth its two hours.
Here's my working theory about Clint
Eastwood's career as a director: he is conspicuously
limited by his scripts. I am sympathetic to why
Eastwood may not be picky. Perfectionism is often
the death of many a creative impulse. Artists must
decide between quantity and quality. Eastwood's
thirty-second film is in production as I write this,
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so it is easy to assume that he has never believed
less is more. Eastwood has a knack for finding good
stories, and Gran Torino tells, without a doubt, a significant tale. It is such a good story, though, that it
deserved to be told with more care and precision.
Gran Torino may well be Eastwood's last performance in front of the camera, a decently compelling reason to see the film. In his over fifty years
as an actor, Eastwood has never won an Academy
Award. Despite two nominations, Eastwood's theatrical skills provide little reason to follow his work.
Clint Eastwood the Actor defines "typecast." From
his early days on TV's Rawhide to his spaghetti westems to Dirty Harry and all the way to Gran Torino,
Eastwood the Actor is riffing on the same essential
Id and Ego of the same masculine anti-hero, and he
does this with enough charm and charisma that it
keeps us coming back for more. However, different
incarnations of this enigmatic gun-slinger are, pardon the pun, hit or miss. William Muny in 1992's
Unforgiven is a hit. Walt Kowalski in 2008's Gran
Torino is a miss.
I must observe a few overwrought mistakes in
Gran Torino, and then I'll move past my peeves. First,
Hollywood has enough husky-throated tough guys.
Walt Kowalski is a Korean war vet who worked on
the Ford assembly line for forty years. A retired
widower, alone in a big house, in a neighborhood
well past its idyllic suburban prime, Walt Kowalski
is facing down his demons. Eastwood doesn't need
to rake any more gravel over his voice to portray
the grit-and-gruff of his character. Recall the unfortunate rasp of Christian Bale's elocution in his most
recent portrayal of Batman (we can thank Eastwood
for not using computer effects to exaggerate his
voice the way Christopher Nolan manipulated
Bale's). Second, Kowalski's habit of talking to himself seems forced and unnatural. Eastwood's got an
iconic grimace-not his worst critic can argue with

that. Add a wearied composure. His slow gait. Walt
Kowalski's body language communicates inner turmoil far more subtly and effectively than the affected
self-narration. If Eastwood is guilty of anything in
this film, it's that he trusts rookie screenwriter Nick
Schenk's flimsy dialogue too much and his own acting ability not nearly enough.
Eastwood admirably chose
to use Hmong immigrants in
leading roles and as extras,
and this grassroots effort
might be endearing for some
moviegoers. If you want to see
a more convincing use of amateurs straight from the streets,
make sure you see Slumdog
Millionaire. So if you can get
past the banal dialogue and the
overall poor acting, you may
find the film's cinematic theology thoroughly refreshing.
Gran Torino is a hearty serving of metanoia. This late-life
conversion demonstrates that
even the most grisly and wizened of us can learn all kinds
of new things, most poignantly, in Jesus' words, that
no one has greater love than this, than to lay down one's
life for one's friends.
Walt's two estranged sons are concerned their
father will not do well to remain alone in the "old
neighborhood," as they call it, a section of Detroit
now populated by Hmong immigrants. They
attempt to move him to a retirement home, but Walt
stubbornly hunkers down on his front porch with a
cooler of Pabst Blue Ribbon, an American flag waving beside him as a salient reminder of his service to
his country.
Father Janovich, a dough-faced, red-headed
priest who promised Mrs. Kowalski in the twilight
of her life that he would persuade Walt to go to confession, persists in his efforts despite Walt's acidic
resistance. Walt doesn't think much of the church
and thinks less of the priest, whom he describes as
"an overeducated twenty-seven-year-old virgin who
likes to hold the hands of old ladies who are superstitious, and promises them eternity." On their third
encounter, Father Janovich finds Walt in a better

mood at the AMVET's bar and when Walt finally
agrees to sit down and talk, glossing a summary of
his life, Father Janovich observes, "Mr. Kowalski, it
seems that you know a lot more about death than
you do about life."
And indeed, Walt does know death. He is
haunted by his wartime killings so much so that

his silver Medal of Honor has become an albatross.
Ironically, it seems Walt's guilt induces his racism:
he has steeled himself against his "gook" neighbors
to justify his participation in the Korean War, and
though he finds ample opportunity to level racial
slurs in sundry directions, mixing playfully mutual
jabs at his Irish and Polish peers, he saves his most
volatile xenophobic epithets for others, like the
Hmongwho surround him. Only Sue, a brazen young
Hmong, manages to penetrate his crusty outer shell.
As a second-generation immigrant, she serves as an
interpretive bridge between Walt's dying version of
America and the traditionalist Hmong community.
Even then, it is surprising (to my mind, unbelievable) how quickly Walt softens, trying out their food,
drinking their beer, and inviting them over for a barbecue. One evening Walt is roused from his house,
wielding his military-issue rifle to defend Thao, Sue's
younger brother, who is the target of increasingly
aggressive harassment by their cousin Spider and his
gang. "I used to stack [punks] like you five feet high
in Korea," Walt snarls, "and use you for sandbags."

[if you intend to see the movie, you may want to put
It is clear that Eastwood designed the concludthis review down at this point and return to it later. There
ing scene of Gran Torino to inversely mirror the conare plot spoilers below.]
cluding scene of Unforgiven. In Unforgiven William
These neighbors extend thanks to Walt as persisMuny walks into a saloon completely surrounded;
tently as Father Janovich extends pastoral care. For a
he's on what seems to be a suicidal mission, yet he
brief period we are able to witness the emergence of
prevails against these odds by shooting down his
a kind of urban togetherness that transcends race and
assailants in a fluid motion of gun-shooting acrobatgeneration. Walt finds new meaning in his life. He
ics. In Gran Torino, Walt stands similarly vulnerable
becomes the neighborhood fix-it-man and avuncular
in the street facing the gang members as they appear
to Thao and Sue. Walt gives Thao dating advice. He
in doorways and windows-surrounded, outnumrescues Sue from sexual predators. Inevitably, the
bered. Walt fashions his hand like a gun and mimes
neighborly pax romana is short lived. Spider and his
the ordered movement of shooting one after another
crew return, vengefully blasting
just like William Muny did in
Sue and Thao's home in a machine
the saloon. When he finally does
gun spree. Sue is raped and beaten.
jerk his hand out of his coat we
In Gran Torino,
The movie's R-rating isn't just for
find that Walt is drawing out a
sacrifice, the surrender
the strong language. Thankfully,
cigarette lighter, not a gun, yet
Eastwood spares us from witnessthe gang has already opened a
of power, and the
merciless fire. Walt falls to the
ing the violence done to Sue. What
emptying
of
self
is
the
we see, which is enough, is her
ground, his body in cruciform,
return home, bludgeoned, bloody,
blood
trailing out of his sleeve
path toward salvation.
resigned in that awful way while
and across his wrist, very likely
In the final chapter of
her family encircles her with a
an allusion to the stigmata.
delirious, roaring grief.
This scene subverts the many
his life, Walt Kowalksi
From all indications, Walt
throughout Eastwood's actcomes to understand
will retaliate against the gang
ing career when characters like
members with violence. Here,
William Muny or Dirty Harry
that violence will only
Eastwood the Director masterhave taken the brutal upper
beget
greater
violence.
hand. Gran Torino therefore
fully draws us to the edge of
our seats expecting retribution.
serves as a commentary on the
If this is indeed Eastwood's final
span of Eastwood's work. Here,
appearance on screen, then Gran Torino serves as a
sacrifice, the surrender of power, and the emptyyin to the yang of his most critically acclaimed film,
ing of self is the path toward salvation. In the final
chapter of his life, Walt Kowalksi comes to underUnforgiven. Both William Muny and Walt Kowalski
stand that violence will only beget greater violence.
have murdered before. Both men are called upon
to act when women are victims of abuse. In both
His gift is ending this particular cycle. Only by his
movies we watch to see if these men are capable of
self-plotted death will the oppressors be captured,
killing again. In Unforgiven the younger, over-eager
indicted, imprisoned, and Thao and Sue freed. It
doesn't seem a stretch, then, to point to the title of
gunslinger, the Schofield kid, asks, "This be Muny
out of Kansas who killed women and children?" At
a similarly themed film by Wim Wender as a way
various turns throughout Unforgiven we ask, is this
of approaching this recent venture in Eastwood's
the same William Muny? Is it possible murderous
career: Gran Torino is his own End of Violence. f
villains can change? In Gran Torino, we know Walt is
capable of killing. Will he do it again? In Unforgiven
we are shocked that the answer is, yes, William
Joshua Banner is Minister of Music and Art at Hope
College in Holland, Michigan. He is a contributor to
Muny can kill again. He can kill brutally. And we
For the Beauty of the Church: Casting a Vision for
are equally shocked that Walt Kowalski does not
the Arts (forthcoming Spring 2010, Baker Books).
choose to kill again, but, in fact, chooses to be killed.
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mUSIC

The Sounds of Silence
]. D. Buhl
Better is the end of a thing than its beginning.
Ecclesiastes 7:8

"THE

BLUES HAD A BABY AND THEY NAMED IT

Rock 'n' Roll." Thus begins the popular
origin story for the music that has come
to dominate American culture. From the first
page of their book Apocalypse Jukebox: The End of
the World in American Popular Music (Soft Skull
Press, 2009), however, English professors David
Janssen and Edward Whitelock say "we must
change the metaphor." Rock and roll wasn't born,
"it developed pupa-like, hibernating and growing in its chrysalis throughout the development
of this country." Similarly, Americans' interest in
secular and religious ideas of apocalypse always
have been with us, not only in America's understanding of itself as a nation, but musically as "one
of the most consistent and evocative threads" in
the development of rock and roll. Janssen and
Whitelock examine both religious and secular
views of the end times as they follow this thread
from the jazz standard "Stars Fell on Alabama"
(inspired by an unprecedented meteor storm in
1833) through the work of archivist Harry Smith,
jazz saxophonist John Coltrane, and folk-rock
poets Bob Dylan and Leonard Cohen (the "Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse").
The title of the first serious history of this
music, Charlie Gillett's The Sound of the City: The
Rise of Rock & Roll (1970), comes to mind as the
authors' place rock and roll alongside abstract
expressionism, bebop, and the Beat movement in
the rise of confrontational arts "during the peak
of urban flight." The shadow of atomic power's
mushroom cloud frightened many Americans out
of the urban centers, and the early chapters here
deal with the atomic bomb as subject matter and
metaphor in American songwriting.

For all its accompanying images of freedom,
fun, and fries & Cokes, rock and roll was a music
of anxiety. The sound of the city captured not
only dreamy nights up on the roof or under the
boardwalk, but the terrors of those alone in their
rooms or walking the streets until dawn. It was a
music of worry, acute self-consciousness, and facing fears.
Covering a 1961 Boudleaux Bryant composition, "A Mushroom Cloud," Janssen and Whitelock
have their first hit: a critical look at "the alleged
moral decline of America in the second half of
the twentieth century." The boy and girl in the
song are trying to wait; they're doing their best to
"uphold the morals they've been taught."
We prayed, we partied, we laughed and we
pray again ...
[but] a mushroom cloud ... hangs in the way
tomorrow looks black so we live for today.
Before the arrival of the atomic bomb, the authors
write, "the rewards of waiting seemed self-evident." "But when the promise of tomorrow is
erased, why bother waiting?" Here the authors
give readers more than a lucid, highly entertaining survey of a prevalent pop music theme. This
challenge establishes the book's other interest, the
effect of this real-life theme on those who used it,
and those who danced to it.
Over the course of the past fifty years, cultural critics and assorted talking heads
have laid blame for many of society's
alleged ills-from moral decline to rampant
consumerism-on a list of usual suspects
including jazz, rock and roll, seditious literature, television, and the Internet, among
others. Perhaps songwriter Boudleaux
Bryant had already answered that nagging

question for everyone with this paranoid,
impatient teenage melodrama. The song
almost seems to beg the question, on behalf
of several generations, now, of adolescents:
Who are the immoral ones: you who have
set this world up to be destroyed, or we who
are trying to make the most of what little
time you've left us?
Another of the book's intentions is to broaden
our understanding of Apocalypse to include personal transcendence and artistic expression of the
spiritual. Bono's encounter with Coltrane's A Love
Supreme cured him of a soul-deep cynicism. The
singer came upon something that blew away that
"tiny, petty, and greedy" image of God portrayed
by televangelists and prosperity preachers. "There
is so much wickedness in this world ... but the
beauty of John Coltrane's reedy voice, its whispers, its knowingness, its sly sexuality, its praise
of creation ... " All of this can invite a listener back
to themselves, to view their body as a temple.
In the previous chapter, the authors place
Harry Smith, the man behind the monumental 1952 reissue effort Anthology of American Folk
Music, at the end of a trajectory from Ralph Waldo
Emerson and Henry David Thoreau to the last
three minutes of the Doomsday Clock. Smith's
six-LP collection of "artifacts from a world that
was disappearing at the very moment they were
being recorded" was his cry for sanity to a "world
capable of disappearing at the push of a button."
These obscure, marginalized selections come from
1927-1932. Today, we may nod in recognition
at names like the Carter Family or Blind Willie
Johnson, but in the early 1950s such purveyors
of raw hope were not yet revived and revered.
Stripped of racial identification and arranged to
his purpose, these artists submerged listeners
"into an anonymous mass that is the collective
store of the American character in all its beauty
and its ugliness." Smith said that he wanted "to
see America changed by music." Such change,
as Emerson understood, must take place first in
individuals.
In referencing Emerson's "apocalypse of the
self," wherein "dissolution of the self precedes
the beatific vision of self in God," Janssen and
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Whitelock claim for rock and roll a "transcendent
aural moment" equal to the philosopher's transcendent visual moment. "Music reflects God and
man in the same way that Emerson sees nature
reflecting God and man." While their use of the
Transcendentalists brings interesting insight to
Smith and his mission, here it fails to convince
this existentialist. Music is made by man, and
nature is not. In his ecstatic, "transparent eyeball" moment, Emerson is losing his ego to something essentially egoless. The rock fan caught up
in the ecstasy of a performance is giving himself
to something created by another rock fan. Only
the performer is up for an apocalypse of the self,
to be, as Bono heard John Coltrane, "a man facing
God with the gift of his music." The spasmodic
appreciator will have to find his own moment.
The final two Horsemen, Dylan the Denouncer
and Cohen the Stranger, also wanted to see America
changed by music-their music. Both are creators
of grotesques, and Janssen and Whitelock spend
two engrossing chapters on this most bizarre, and
apparently apocalyptic, literary device. They survey the work and character of each artist before
zeroing in on a particular recording that exemplifies their apocalyptic aesthetic. For Dylan, it is
the 1983 release Infidels. His "distinction between
God and gods is of immense value," while "every
song is a portrait of infidelity." Cohen's 1992
album The Future brings his prophetic voice to
full maturity. That voice sings of his fear that a
loss of order "would create a society self-deceived
into accepting the oppression of the masses under
the false name of freedom." Both artists juxtapose
"the beautiful and the damned, the sacred and the
profane, the promise and the terror." What these
dualities have in common, the authors tell us, is
that they have meaning. "Whichever side of the
extreme they fall on, they hold higher value than
what we have erected, which [Cohen] implies, is
nothing, a world without meaning or values."
After a discussion of the band Love's 1967
album Forever Changes , which was supposed to
function as a suicide note for co-leader Arthur Lee,
the 1960s are left smoldering while Janssen and
Whitelock turn to Devo, R.E.M., Laurie Anderson,
Sleater-Kinney, and Green Day. On the way, their
explications remind me of one American band

whose work also "reveals a deep longing to make
connections and sense that just aren't there," and
that is the punk band X. From the 1980 song title
"The World's a Mess, It's In My Kiss" to the 1995
chorus lyric "I'm lying in the road, trying to save
my life," X always gives the sense that when this
love affair is over, everything is over. The moment
in X's music has rarely been a transcendent one;
rather it takes its importance from being the
moment before something else-something worse,
something to be avoided at all costs, something
that is nonetheless welcomed.
X's pinnacle album, the Reagan-era More Fun
in the New World, is full of such moments. "Honest
to goodness," exclaims the first voice, "the bars
weren't open this morning. They must've been
votin' for a new president, or somethin'." "They"
are up to no good, and after asking for a quarter, the confused character wanders off. Singers
John Doe and Exene Cervenka sound equally
nonplused, but not so as to miss the fact that
they've been cheated. "THIS WAS SUPPOSED
TO BE THE NEW WORLD," they wail. It could
be Election Day, or it could be Doomsday. In any

case, the disappointment is real and all encompassing. "It was better before, before they voted
for what's-his-name." In the world we ended up
with instead of the New World we were promised,
true love is the devil's crowbar; roses are red, violence is too, and "let's drink a beer from a paper
bag while we got time" is the height of neighborly
concern because "this is no goddamn country to
wander alone!" One of the many drunks in these
shadow scenes gives up, saying "my doorway is
blocked by DOOMSDAY for certain."
So goes the end of the world, rock and roll
style. Janssen and Whitelock have begun a discussion into which readers of any generation can
leap and bring their experiences to bear. So grab
an apocalyptic favorite. I will meet you on the
corner for a paper-bag beer-or a prayer-while
we still have time.

J. D. Buhl recently moved to the urban core of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the city that gave us the
apocalyptic dance floor smash "Disco Inferno."

pulpit and pew
Recush
Thomas C. Willadsen

S

HE TALKED PRETTY FAST, AS MANY MINNESOTANS

do. I did not catch her name as she ordered
me to her home for supper that evening.
The only bit of information I caught was her street
number: 511. After shaking the last hand following
Sunday worship, I found the membership directory
and learned that it was Glenna Landon who had
compelled me to supper.
I do not remember the menu, but she served
Jell-0. This was Minnesota, remember, and I'm
clergy; state statue mandates that Jell-0 be served.
It tasted a little off. Turns out it was sugar free,
because Glenna's diabetic. I learned a lot of things
about Glenna that evening. Glenna was a widow.
Glenna had step-children, her husband's by his first
marriage. The step-children, one of each, lived on
separate coasts and hardly ever came to visit since
their father died. Glenna had a lot of puffins. Stuffed
puffins, wooden puffins, porcelain puffins-which
was briefly my favorite tongue twister. Glenna had
a lot of salt and pepper shakers. Glenna collected
salt and pepper shakers. Glenna could not leave
Blue Earth County without looking for salt and
pepper shakers. Glenna did not care much for pepper and her diet required her to use very little salt.
Still, Glenna's house was full of salt and pepper
shakers. She took me to her basement, which looked
a lot like the warehouse at the end of Raiders of the
Lost Ark. Countless boxes of salt and pepper shakers filled shelves from floor to ceiling.
I was twenty-seven years old, serving my first
church and had not even been officially ordained.
I sat in the front room of the widow's home and
wondered, "Where is all this stuff going to go?" I
have now been in ministry close to twenty years.
I find myself sitting in parlors, living rooms, front
rooms and wondering where will the souvenir mug
from the Badlands wind up? The Dala horses from
Sweden? The plate from Expo '67? The doll from
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Alsace? The bits of scrimshaw? The Navajo sand
painting? The cat clock with rhinestones on the pendulum tail, whose eyes oscillate with barely audible
clicks? All of these objects are treasured keepsakes.
Marie and Edmund bought those Swedish horses
the only time they left North America. These
chachkies are valuable, priceless to their owners,
and great conversation starters for new clergy. Still,
I wonder about their fate once Edmund moves into
the retirement community. Does anyone want these
things? Will they get shipped off to Goodwill or
Saint Vinny's? Will the next rummage sale for the
little league or animal shelter be their way station
before they are placed on another shelf, stripped
of the memories that once made them precious?
Perhaps they will be precious to someone else for
completely different reasons.

F

OR YEARS

I

COULD NOT PASS A USED RECORD

store without stopping in and searching for
a single of "This Old Heart of Mine" by the
Isley Brothers. To me it was the grail and frankly,
once I found my copy I was a little disappointed.
About that time used record stores started to
disappear anyway. Like many things in life, the
search was better than the find, the journey better
than the destination.
One of my stops in a used record store was
truly unforgettable. As usual I did not find "This
Old Heart of Mine" but I did find two other records
I had to have: Patsy Cline's Greatest Hits, backed by
the Jordanaires and "The Message" by Grandmaster
Flash and the Furious Five on a maxi-single. I went
to the cash register and placed my finds on the
counter. The clerk looked at me. He looked at my
purchases. He paused. He looked at me again. "Are
these ... uh .. . both for you?"
I looked over each shoulder, confirming to myself
that I was the only customer in the store. "Yes."

professor. She smiled slyly over her coffee mug and
As I walked through the parking lot it occurred
said,
"Tupperware."
to me that perhaps my selections had struck the
Recush is "household goods" or "moveable
clerk as incongruous. Patsy Cline and Grandmaster
property."
Nomadic people had to travel light. They
Flash share only one thing in common: they are
followed their sheep and goats, so their households
both recording artists. The Grandmaster is still alive;
contained the bare necessities. They did not have a
Cline died famously in an aircrash. They do not even
lot of moveable property, because they moved so
share a common country. Cline was born in Virginia;
much.
Flash in Barbados. For years they resided side by
I look around at my house and realize that all
side in the boxes that housed my record collection.
the recush I have makes it
Even today I am as likely to
difficult for me to move!
croon, "I'm always walkin'
And I mean "move" in both
after midnight'' as I am to rap
Two weeks in a row the
senses: relocating residences
"Don't push me 'cuz I'm close
terrace in front of our house
and walking from one room
to the edge!" while I'm doing
to another. How did we get
the dishes. In my head and
was filled with water-logged
basement, these two artists
all this?
garbage and I have no idea
After my second week
occupy equal space.
what we lost. It's been six
of repeated trips to the curb
My record collection,
with water-logged recush,
however, was diminished this
months and I have not
I took stock of my closet. I
summer. My town endured
found myself looking for
two floods. Sunday we had a
have four rugby shirts. I'll
"twenty-five year event'' and
bet I wear one of them three
something in the basement,
times a year. I do not need
four days later we hosted "the
only
to
remember
we
one hundred year event." Our
four, but they are perfectly
lost
it
in
the
flood.
What
good, so it's hard to throw
basement flooded both days
and a box that held a porthem away. "Perfectly good"
was my house full of?
tion of my record collection
is shorthand for "I cannot
was damaged by sewage. I
foresee ever using this, but
had not lived with a working
will not part with it." I gave
turntable for fourteen years. I had not listened to
one of my rugby shirts to Goodwill.
After Mary's mother died I got some of her
most of these records for years before that, but I was
still saddened by taking them to the curb, knowing
father's clothes that her mother had kept for grubby
their fate was the Winnebago County landfill.
jobs. Charles was about five inches taller than I, so
the sleeves on these shirts were long. Irritatingly
We lost a lot of other things in the flood. I cannot
recall how many trips I made from the basement to
long. I rarely wear them, thus they will never wear
the curb. We lost our card table and chairs. A box of
out, thus they will always be perfectly good. I suprecords. Our dehumidifier was damaged, but it was
pose I could wear them enough that eventually they
about to be replaced anyway. I cannot remember
will wear out, but wearing them irritates me, and
what else we lost. Two weeks in a row the terrace
who knows, ten years from now I might want an
in front of our house was filled with water-logged
ill-fitting flannel shirt. The fear of regretting giving
garbage and I have no idea what we lost. It's been
these two shirts away is too much to bear.
six months and I have not found myself looking for
In my office I keep nine liturgical stoles. Each
something in the basement, only to remember we
was a gift from someone special to me. I have all the
lost it in the flood. What was my house full of?
church's seasons covered. Since I was ordained in
1991, I have acquired four Guatemalan stoles. They
N SEMINARY WE WERE TRANSLATING A PASSAGE
were de rigueur two decades ago. In a typical year I
from Genesis and came upon the Hebrew word
lead worship about forty-five times. About half the
"recush." "What's recush," someone asked the
time I wear a stole for perhaps ninety minutes. At

I

this rate I will wear out one stole ... never. And who
knows what special occasions await me, when some
special person will give me another one? Will my
sons want them? Will they find a good home when
I no longer need them? (The stoles, not my sons.)
What could I do to make them wear out faster?
Does my congregation recognize the madness
of our having so much recush? I have my doubts.
During a sermon, I held up a stole that I have never
worn. It was a parting gift from the public liberals at
my last church. It is Guatemalan and ugly. Its base
color is black. I confessed that I could not throw
away even an ugly stole. I vowed to "regift'' it. At
least three members of my congregation tried to talk
me out of giving this stole away.
"It's not ugly," they said.
"You are simply wrong," I reasoned.
"You could use it for something else. Mary [my
wife, a quilter of enormous skill] could do something with it!"
"I'm going to give it away." I had to defend
giving away something that belonged to me. That
is ugly. That I have not used in the ten years it has
owned me.
I honestly do not feel diminished in any way
by giving things away. I suppose I would rather
see things used than thrown away, but when I look
around my house and office at things I have not
used in years or books I have moved with multiple
times and never read, I find it rather easy, when the
mood strikes, to get rid of things.

T

HERE IS A COMPLEX ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF

my town along each of the highways that
enters this burg. These complexes resemble row houses of two car garages. I drive past
them and wonder, "What's in there?" I never see
anyone coming or going at these buildings. They
sit idle, silent, on the edge of town filled with ....
well, I can only guess.
I fear they are filled with refuse from our flash
floods. Many houses in Oshkosh had sewage back
up into their basements during the floods. Untreated
sewage. I will put this as clearly as I can in a family
publication. Everything you have ever flushed down
the toilet bubbled up into our basements. Within
days this sewage-spattered recush appeared on the
streets for pick up by the sanitation engineers. And
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nocturnal dirt people slowly rode bicycles past the
piles of recush and picked through it, seeking treasures. A friend ran out to the street and told one rag
picker, "Those Halloween costumes were soaking in
raw sewage!"
"They look all right to me."
"They were in pooh!"
"Oh, I don't mind."
Later, this same friend got a ten foot long board
and spray painted, "Contaminated" on it, shielding
her pooh-tainted recush from the spying eyes of the
cyclists. She might as well have painted, "Hey, kids,
free ice cream! Take all you want!!"
I know the phrase "One man's trash is another
man's treasure." And the good people at eBay have
made a fortune matching trash to treasure seekers. But I am growing to realize that trash is trash,
excess is excess, and too much is too much! I have
stopped taking the complimentary advertising pens
I am given regularly. The fact that something is free
is no longer reason enough for me to take it. I much
prefer to receive gifts that I will consume or that will
wear out to recush these days. I have enough clothes,
shoes, books, coffee mugs, baseball memorabilia ....
Actually I have more than enough of everything! I
have everything I need, everything I want, and my
home and office are filled with things I neither need
nor want.
In this trying, near Depression moment, early in
the Obama administration, I know that purchasing,
consuming, will help the economy, and perhaps
coordinated spending sprees by middle class folks
like me will help get the economy moving again,
but I am opting out. The economy can freeze and
stagnate before I am willing to bring another gadget, keepsake, memento or doodad into my house.
I am even refusing to purchase an iPod, even
though I could download "This Old Heart of Mine"
for ninety-nine cents. Next time I regret losing this
chestnut, I plan to go out walking. Even if it's after
midnight. I will startle the nocturnal dirt people
who are finding relics in my rubbish.
And I will be free! f

The Reverend Thomas C. Willadsen is pastor of First
Presbyterian Church in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

being /utberan
Taking Baptisn1 Seriously
Robert Saler

S

OME SIX YEARS AG O,

I

BEGAN T H E PROCESS OF

becoming an ordained minister of word
and sacrament in the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America. A few months before entering seminary, I was having lunch with a cousin
who attends a Southern Baptist church. During
the meal, I explained to him that in order to be
ordained I would have to be approved at various
stages by the candidacy committees associated
with my home synod. Immediately, my cousin
replied with an air of mock warning, "Make sure
you know the right things to say about baptism!"
He went on to explain that he had two Baptist
acquaintances who considered themselves sufficiently Lutheran to seek ordination in the ELCA.
In both cases, the otherwise suitable candidates
were unable to give their synodical committees
an acceptable account of why they agreed with
the ELCA's practice of baptizing infants rather
than the practice of "believer's" (adult) baptism
characteristic of most Baptist denominations. My
cousin left me with words that have stayed with
me ever since: "One thing about you Lutherans:
you sure do take that infant baptism stuff pretty
seriously! "
My cousin was quite right that we take infant
baptism seriously; however, I have observed
numerous times since that the Lutheran way of
"taking something seriously" is often to call it
into question. One might say that a sure mark
that a given belief is of marginal importance to
Lutherans is that it never has been the subject of
controversy.
Indeed, the practice of infant baptism has in
recent decades been "taken seriously" in precisely
this sense. Lutheran pastors and theologians have
grown increasingly dissatisfied with both the
theology and the practice of infant baptism, and
you don't need to be a pastor or a theologian to

understand why. Anyone who attends a parish
long enough is bound to notice the disconcerting
gulf between the rhetoric and reality of baptism.
On the one hand, there are stirring words about
vocation and incorporation into the Christian community that begin with the rite of baptism. On the
other hand, there is a tacitly acknowledged reality
that many of the families whose infants are receiving this rite have little intention of making church
membership an important part of their newly baptized child's life. As a tradition that affirms that
baptism, like the sacrament of the altar, is an effective means of God's grace, we Lutherans rightly
may tell ourselves that the Spirit can be at work
in both the rite and the aftermath of baptism in
ways not entirely visible to onlookers. However,
the reality is that a sizable number of those baptized as infants into Lutheran churches have, as
adults, little or no real attachment to the church.
While this separation from the church occasionally takes the form of a fierce rebellion (and is thus
commendable at least for its honesty), more often
than not it is closer to a "drift," a gradual slide,
often beginning shortly after confirmation, into a
state of benevolent indifference to the institutional
church or so-called "organized" religion.
The gap between the theological ideals that
underpin the practice of infant baptism-the
belief in the effectiveness of God's grace, the testimony of the catholic tradition, and the nurturing
presence of the community in the transition from
infant to adult faith-and the sociological reality
of this "mature" indifference to the church has
been seized upon by theologians who insist that
the church has entered into a period where it must
extirpate from itself the last remaining vestiges of
"Christendom." These voices insist that the breakdown of the synthesis between Christianity and
American cultural mores presents an opportunity

for the church to reclaim its original (i.e. pre-Conreinvest the baptismal act with the sort of vocastantinian) status as a countercultural community.
tional gravity characteristic of the early Christian
From this perspective, the issue of infant baptism
communities.
rankles with especial force given that at the height
How to evaluate these calls for revision?
of Christendom, particularly in European contexts,
Regarding the former, the impulse to withhold
the rite of infant baptism become a sort of civil
baptism in the absence of any demonstrable comceremony in which the established state church
mitment to the infant's ongoing incorporation
inducted the infant into civil life and thereby
into the church has a great deal to recommend it.
assured religious unity and conformity.
Nothing about the baptismal rite suggests that its
While the marriage between church and state
promises are pronounceable with any measure
was never (formally) conof liturgical honesty in the
summated to that extent in
absence of such commitment.
the US context, most pasOnly the most theologically
Infant Baptism, as an act
tors would agree that, in our
dubious notions about the
time, the practice of infant
necessity of baptism for salconstituted in large degree
baptism is more often motivation in, say, the tragic case
vated by social custom and
of an infant's death could
by the expressed faith
a desire for family-centered
support the mentality that
ritual than by the sober
would advocate doing the
the
parents/sponsors}
of
undertaking of a deeper
act for its own sake regardcommitment on the part
less of whether the circummoreover} is a marvelous
of parents and sponsors.
stances of its performance
This state of affairs, goes
conform to the intention of
enactment
of
the
communal
the argument, cannot susthe rite. Those entrusted to
tain a community marked
be "ministers" of the sacrareality of the faith through
by the call to mission in a
ment in the full sense of that
time when the demands of
term must claim the authorwhich we are justified
that mission are becoming
ity to delay or withhold the
less and less identical with
rite when the integrity of the
the functions of proper civic
sacrament (and indeed the
behavior.
community) is at stake.
In the wake of this longing for what Jiirgen
To do away entirely with infant baptism in the
Moltmann has called "vocational baptism," bapname of church "vocation," however, is to miscontism as a subversive induction into a counterstrue the nature both of baptism and of Christian
cultural Christian community, two categories of
vocation; for indeed, the two are inextricably linked.
proposals for revision have emerged. The less
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, in his defense of infant bapsevere revisionists would urge, and indeed mantism, argued persuasively that baptism of infants
date, pastors to withhold infant baptismal rites
is, for Lutherans, perhaps the single most powin cases where there is no convincing promise on
erful expression of the reality of being saved by
grace through faith, apart from works-including
the part of families and/or baptismal sponsors to
perform the tasks of catechesis and communal
the "work" of being "conscious" of one's belief (see
acculturation outlined in the language of the bapGlenn L. Borreson, "Bonhoeffer on Baptism," Word
& World, 1/1 [1981] , 20-31). As an act constituted in
tismal liturgy. The more radical proposals would
have church bodies transition, either gradually or
large degree by the expressed faith of the parents/
abruptly, from the practice of infant baptism to a
sponsors, moreover, it is a marvelous enactment of
stance more akin to the Anabaptist traditions in
the communal reality of the faith through which
we are justified. Thus, the most common defense
which infants are baptized rarely or not at all.
of the Lutheran practice of infant baptism is that it
Again, the goal of such a transition would be to
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embodies our state of being before God's justifying grace: we are purely receptive and as bereft of
works or strategies as an infant.
However, when we think of baptism this
way, we must avoid the temptation to imagine a
state of qualitative rather than quantitative distance between the infant and we "active" adult
Christians with all our finely honed capacities,
learnings, and strategies for pursuing the ends that
we deem worthy of our vocational consciousness.
We imagine that to be possessors of "adult" faith
and the vocational aptitudes that go with it is to
have progressed past the state of the infant in the
sponsor's arms. The corrective to that temptation
is to recognize that the blessed helplessness of the
infant at the font speaks the truth, not only about
justification, but also about mission and vocation.
In the end, all our works as a church rest upon the
initiative and grace of the God who honors the
church by calling it to join in the redemption of
creation.
In the end, "the right things to say about baptism" are also the right things to say about the
church's mission in all its expressions- parishes,
hospitals, and indeed educational institutions

committed to thinking deeply about the demands
and promises of preparing Christians to pursue
their individual and collective vocations. The right
thing to say is to proclaim the grace that leaves
us dependent upon God's ongoing faithfulness in
pursing the mission of salvation, not only when we
are infants, but indeed throughout all the work of
our vocational lives. To pursue the call to Christian
vocational faithfulness is to affirm in word and
deed the reality that the church lives, not upon
its own self-chosen aims or strategies of vocation,
but entirely upon a grace granted by God and a
faith sustained by all the saints who "sponsor" our
life together now as always. Such an affirmation
of baptismal "vocation by grace alone" might well
be one of the most profound contributions that
Lutheran institutions can offer to a world in search
of a faithfulness worth its faith. f

Robert Saler is the Joseph Sittler Fellow and a doctoral
candidate at the Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago.

"I AM HERE, LORD."
Ananias (Acts 9:10)
Tonight in the gall
of wonder, I remember
his eyes, at once two pits and torches,
scales gleaming in all that blindness,
my fingers trembling on his head.
Those pits return in the full light of day
when I'm alone with heat
and parchment dry as stone. They return
me to the gate, to the horne of Judas
at Derb el-Mustaqim, bright as swords
or Roman shields left
under the afternoon sun. He returns
in dreams like he's crossing
the Galilee, the passage
of one teacher to another, the wool cloth
wound into a blanket, the camel
leaving the wilderness to drink. I want
to believe in the water's silver purge,
in the simultaneous burial and shimmer of flesh,
in the quick rending of the heart, the hearts
of those I presume to know
and try to shake from the altar of regret,
yet how I expect the taut brow of history
and hesitate when approaching what's undone,
plowed, and clean,
what's full of foundation and witness,
that even my mind looks for traces
of what used to be. He who once
carne to bind, who carne like hail
out of season, now winds like sweet grass
leaning toward the sea-this lion ready
to run. His increase tugs at my praise and envy
yet.

Mark D. Bennion
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Destruction as Social Creation
Todd C. Ream and Cory M. Sprunger

T

HE

INESCAPABLE

IRONY

OF

the protests that took place
on college campuses in the late1960s and the early-1970s is that
as they reached their largest
and most volatile expressions,
the largest organization behind
such efforts, Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS), gave
way to extinction. At 12:25 PM
on 4 May 1970, National Guard
troops at Kent State University
opened fire on a group of students, killing four and wounding nine others. Over the next
week, students demonstrated
on campuses across the country
and hundreds of schools were
shut down. On 14 May, state
patrol officers opened fire on
a group of students at Jackson
State University, killing two
and injuring twelve others. By
the time that spring semester came to a close, American
higher education had endured
a tumultuous period unlike
any other in its history.
In 1962, SDS had issued
the Port Huron Statement, an
impassioned call for political
reform, racial equality, and
workers' rights. It urged the
nation's young people to get
involved and effect change
through nonviolent civil disobedience and participatory
democracy. SDS succeeded in
getting young people involved,
but the end result was not

peaceful change. At the SDS
National Council Meeting
(often referred to as the War
Council) in Flint, Michigan in
December 1969, SDS's extinction
was the price paid for the birth
of the Weather Underground.
SDS, an organization that sought
to call a generation into more

challenges, how did an organiza tion seeking to increase
participatory democracy give
way to one bent on destruction? Recent books by David
Barber, a participant in SDS;
Carl Oglesby, a leader of SDS;
and Mark Rudd, a leader of
the Weather Underground,

David Barber
A Hard Rain Fell: SDS and Why It Failed.
Jackson, MS: University Press of Mississippi, 2008.
Carl Oglesby
Ravens in the Storm: A Personal History
of the 1960s Anti-War Movement.
NewYork, NY: Scribner, 2008.
MarkRudd
Underground: My Life with SDS
and the Weathermen.
New York, NY: WilliamMorrow, 2009.
direct involvement in participatory democracy, imploded and
the void was filled by a group
who, in the words of one of its
leaders, was "against everything that's 'good and decent,'
in honky America. We will burn
and loot and destroy. We are
the incubation of your mother's
nightmare'" (Sale 628).
While "honky America"
certainly possessed significant

provide significant insights
yet no definitive answer to this
question. However, when read
together, they point to a possible theory that may explain
not only the emergence of the
student protest movements of
the 1960s but also this violent
turn.

P

ERHAPS THE STUDENT PROTEST

movements of the late-

1960s and the early-1970s are
still too close in time to inspire
forms of reflection that transcend anecdote. Historians
wading into this epoch were
often defined by their own
participation in what they
were seeking to describe. In
their writing, self-clarification
appears to be more at stake
than historical reflection. As a
result, all three of these works
seem disconnected from a longer view of the 1960s and thus
many of the influences which

inspired these protest movements. David Barber, the only
one of these three authors formally trained as an historian,
may be wrestling with this
very reality. In the acknowledgments to A Hard Rain Fell,
Barber offers, "I hurt people,
in very real, material ways. I
did things that I am not proud
of having done" (xi). He was
"a participant in the struggles
of the 1960s and [has], since
that time, attempted to make
sense of that era" (ix). He does
so by arguing that "The New
Left's failure fully to come to
terms with its own whiteness
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finally doomed its efforts"
(5). This lack of appreciation
for its whiteness is what led
SDS to splinter into almost
countless groups, the Weather
Underground being perhaps
the most prominent.
For Barber, no other organization "represented
the
trajectory" of the New Left
better than SDS (4). Barber's
history runs from 1965, the
year SDS organized its first
protest against the growing investment of the United
States in the military conflict
in Vietnam, through 1970, the
year after the fateful meeting in Flint, Michigan. Barber
begins his history by arguing
that SDS was unable to follow
the lead of the Black Power
movement-a movement that
sought to challenge "a colonial
system of white supremacyboth structural and ideological in nature- [that] defined
American life and history"
(17). Instead, the New Left and
SDS, "found its inspiration, its
earliest training, and its earliest recruitment as the northern
wing of the southern-based
black civil rights movement"
(16).
Barber contends that a liberal ideology of integration
was at the center of the civil
rights movement and thus
at the center of the New Left.
What the leaders of SDS did
not grasp was that the ideology
of the emerging Black Power
leadership directly challenged
their liberal, integrationist ideology. For Black Power leaders
like Stokely Carmichael, the
idea that integration was the

answer to blacks' problems
was itself a racist idea rooted in
the privileged white racial consciousness of the New Left's
leadership. Integration implies
that blacks could only improve
their condition by becoming
more white, by living in white
neighborhoods and attending white schools (18). For
Carmichael, blacks could not
overcome racism until America
as we know it-including the
liberal, integrationist ideology of the New Left-was
completely reborn. According
to Barber, the SDS leadership
either did not understand-Or
when it did understand could
not
embrace-the
radical
implications of these ideas and
thus could not maintain itself
as the leadership of the emerging student movement.
Barber continues to make
his case over the course of five
chapters that cover these five
years. More topical in nature
than anything else, these chapters go beyond Barber's early
concerns about race consciousness to include discussions concerning demonstrations against
the war in Vietnam and in favor
of the equality of women. In the
fourth chapter, Barber makes
the transition from detailing
the origins of these efforts to
an account of the unraveling of the New Left and SDS.
In the end, Barber claims that
SDS possessed nothing more
than "ambivalence" in relation
to the Black Power and Black
Freedom movements (145). In
addition, women continued to
play, at best, a supportive or
secondary role in SDS.

Barber
thus
concludes
his work by arguing that the
extremism and violence initiated by groups such as the
Weather Underground was
the result of the arrogance of
a group of young, privileged
whites who failed to grasp
the implications of their own
"whiteness," and thus felt the
need to continuously go to
new levels in order to assert
their leadership at the front of
or perhaps even beyond the
New Left. Barber thus contends
"They could not be humble foot
soldiers of a revolution, but
had to take the privileged position that was their birthright as
young white people-and this
in the name of combating that
very privilege" (218).

C

AUGHT IN THE CENTER OF THIS

transition from the more
peaceful means employed by
SDS to the more violent means
employed by the Weather
Underground
was
Carl
Oglesby. While Barber offers a
more formal history of SDS's
failure, Oglesby offers a more
personal history or autobiography. Such efforts are not new.
Both Tom Hayden, author of
the Port Huron Statement, and
Bill Ayers, one of the leaders
of the Weather Underground,
have offered their own personal histories of the 1960s.
Oglesby's Ravens in the
Storm: A Personal History of the
1960s Antiwar Movement offers
a first-hand account of SDS and
the student protest movements.
He states that his " ... aim is to
convey the spirit of the time
and [his] impressions of the

people [he] shared it with" (x).
Although Oglesby recognizes
that racial integration was part
of SDS's aspirations for a more
participatory form of democracy, the bulk of his volume
focuses on Vietnam. Oglesby
and the majority of the individuals with whom he shared
time "recognized a duty-yes,
a patriotic duty-to take our
beliefs about the war to the
larger American public and to
insist that the hawks meet us
for open debate in the public
forum" (xiv). They believed
such debate to be essential to
the fabric of a democracy.
Unlike many of the students
who found their way into SDS,
Oglesby was a college graduate
who served as a staff writer for
a defense contractor, Bendix,
by day and as a playwright by
night. He and his wife, Beth,
had a comfortable existence
in Ann Arbor, Michigan until
Oglesby was invited to attend
an SDS meeting by Roger
Manela, a graduate student in
sociology at the University of
Michigan. "And with that, the
chain of coincidences that led
my family and me [Oglesby]
from Sunnyside Street to the
thick of the sixties was complete" (36).
In June 1965, Carl Oglesby
left his job at Bendix and
assumed the presidency of SDS.
Two months before Oglesby
assumed the SDS presidency,
the organization had held its
first anti-war demonstration,
with somewhere between fifteen thousand and twenty-five
thousand participants. Oglesby
eventually would argue "that

SDS needed to get over its fixation with the war and return
to its original concerns with
racism, white poverty, and the
reform of education" (p. 191).
However, from 1965 forward,
Vietnam would prove to be at
the center of SDS's social concerns.
Oglesby's presidency was
defined by his efforts as a centrist to hold together an organization proving more and more
prone to fragmentation. By the
spring of 1968, he knew that

such a task would be impossible. He offers that "Today I
look back on this spring of '68
as the last time at which SDS
might still have gone more
or less straight and come out
of it all healthy enough to
establish itself as a long-term
presence in American education" (183). Ironically, SDS's
membership in terms of total
chapters in spring 1968 stood
at approximately 400. Its number of total members stood at
approximately 140,000. Within
one and a half years, this very
same organization would find

and their moral duty to take the
step beyond nonviolence toterrorism" (235). Within a matter of
months, the student protests of
the late-1960s and early-1970s
would reach their largest and
most volatile forms of expression. By that time, SDS, as a formal organization, was nowhere
to be seen. Efforts launched by
the FBI such as COINTELPRO
certainly played some role in
the demise of SDS. However,
that demise came more from
within the organization than
from without. Embodied by
the image of Noah's ravens,
Oglesby concludes his personal history by offering that
"When we crashed, it was from
an enormous height" (317).
Ruoo, THE FACE
oF the student protest
movements which took place
at Columbia University in the
spring of 1968, is one of the
most recognizable leaders of
the Weather Underground.
In Underground: My Life with
SDS and the Weathermen, Rudd
details the group's rise and
eventual demise. In this work,
we meet someone seeking
to rediscover "a voice that I
bottled up for two and a half
decades" (x). However, the war
in Iraq and a recently released
documentary simply titled
"The Weather Underground"
have brought Rudd out into
the public square once again.
After growing up in northern New Jersey, Rudd enrolled
at Columbia as a first-year
student in 1965. He joined the
Columbia chapter of SDS in
1966, remarking that he found

M

itself replaced by smaller offshoots such as the Weather
Underground-offshoots that
only vaguely represented
SDS's original ideals.
According to Oglesby,
many of the members of the
Weather Underground "had
been comfortably raised with
a middle-class sense of entitlement, which they brought too
easily to their politics" (235).
Echoing Barber, Oglesby also
acknowledges that the members of the Weather Underground "believed that SDS was
passe and that it was their right
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the emphasis on participatory democracy in the Port
Huron Statement appealing.
With the escalation of the war
in Vietnam, SDS "gradually
shifted its focus from community organizing around economic issues toward Vietnam"
(19).
Within the SDS chapter at
Columbia, the emphasis on
participatory democracy as a
means of social creation gave
way to an interest in destruction. As a young member of the
SDS chapter, Rudd writes that
his fellow SDS members "all
agreed on one solution, Marxist
revolution" (21). In the spring
of 1968, Columbia would find
itself at the center of one of the
first large-scale student protests of this era. At the center
of this action was Mark Rudd.
Several critical buildings were
occupied by the students and
university business was essentially brought to a halt. The
underlying motivation was the
students' impression that the
university was both an implicit
and explicit participant in the
oppression of people both
across the street and around
the world.
After his expulsion from
Columbia, Rudd continued
along this trajectory from participatory democracy to revolution by becoming part of
the Weather Underground.
Inspired by other revolutionaries such as Che Guevara, Rudd
"evolved a belief in the necessity
for violence in order to end the
war and also to make revolution" (132). Rudd contends that
by the spring of 1969 the frag-

mentation of SDS was inevitable. The Weather Underground
would initiate their violent
revolution in Chicago with the
"Days of Rage." While they
sought to recruit 15,000 participants in events designed to
bring forward a revolution, in
the end only a couple of hundred emerged. Rudd thus concludes that "Street violence is an
unsustainable tactic-it makes
us too vulnerable and costs too
much" (181). The decision was
then made that the primary
means of initiating this revolution would be the bombing of
strategic targets. Rudd would
then spend the next eight years
of his life underground. He
and his colleagues would set
off detonations at a variety of
symbols of power including
a police station, the Pentagon,
and even the US Capitol.

R

UDD POINTS OUT AT THE END

of his book that "the antiwar movement inherited from
the civil-rights and labor movements a highly effective model
for organizing-direct engagement between people" (311).
One question remains: How
could a movement originating
in the civil-rights movement,
yield to an understanding of
destruction as a means of social
creation?
The answer to this question that we propose is hypothetical at best. The leadership
of the Southern civil rights
movement, leaders like Martin
Luther King Jr. and so many
of his contemporaries, possessed an understanding of
the good that demanded more

than simple integration. In The

Beloved Community: How Faith
Shapes Social Justice, from the Civil
Rights Movement to Today (Basic
Books, 2005), Charles Marsh
referred to the understanding
of the good that inspired the
civil rights movement as one
in which people would "come
to live together peaceably
in beloved community" (1).
Martin Luther King's famous
"I Have a Dream" speech
evoked a vision of community
informed by the content of his
Christian faith. "The logic of
King's dream was theologically
specific: beloved community as
the realization of divine love in
lived social relation" (2).
Stemming from the inspiration it drew from the civil rights
movement, the early protest
movements and initial efforts
made by SDS were defined by
the same commitment to nonviolence. When questioned
by Ogelsby's wife, Beth, about
the organization's commitments, Roger Manela quickly
responded by contending
'"SDS is absolutely committed
to nonviolence"' (40). However,
the New Left was rooted in
America's colleges and universities instead of in the churches
which provided the base for the
earlier civil rights movement.
Oglesby offers that "there was
never any doubt [after 1965]
that the nation's schools would
have a say in the political evolution of the war" (44). Although
church-related colleges and
universities would have active
SDS chapters, the bulk of the
institutions that housed those
chapters were largely secular

by this point in time. We believe
this transition alone was enough
to dislodge SDS's commitment
to nonviolence from any larger
understanding of the good.
And nonviolence as a means of
social creation would prove to
be difficult to sustain without
such an understanding.
In essence, perhaps the most
volatile expressions of the student protests were the result of
a form of liberalism that had
reached its limits, one whose
secular face emerged at the
same time as enormous social
strain. While religious liberalism was capable of producing
a theory of justice that called
into question institutions such
as racial segregation and the
military-industrial complex, its
secular form was unable to cultivate a theory capable of sustaining non-violent efforts to
reform or replace those institutions. As a result, the shift from
non-violence to violence was
all too easy. SDS thus proved
to be a secularized way station
between the aims of the civil
rights movement and the aims
of the Weather Underground. f

Todd C. Ream is the Associate

Director of the John Wesley Honors
College at Indiana Wesleyan
University.
Cory M. Sprunger is a student in

the John Wesley Honors College.

BYE, BYE, BLACKBIRDS
Again I see them
trundlin' funky plumed ebonies
across the sibilant grass
on the lawn in the city park,
absorbin' light like doomed sinners,
and makin' crooked un-songs
with their squeakin' syrinxes.
They care nothin' for harmonics,
tune.
Just busy at beetles, worms, bein' birds.
Sometimes they startle up
in a flare of wind
and claw the score of my mind
and
I get a jam
of throttled squawks, purple-crackled
dissonance
in my own larynx.
For all that,
tonight I love them just the same:
I, too, have no gift for song,
and where, I wonder,
have they learned all that
hilarious black melancholy?

John Solensten
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The Pilgrim, May 1965
0. P. Kretzmann

A

HURRI ED

LOOK

AT
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calendar this morning
tells me that another birthday
is galloping over the horizon.
The sudden recognition of
this fact brings me up short.
If life were a single day, this
birthday would be about
four o'clock in the afternoon.
(It could, of course, be later,
but normally at this particular point in life I should have
a few afternoon hours left
before the shadows fall and
the good dusk falls.) Clearly,
it is a time for reflection and
meditation.
Four o'clock in the afternoon is not a very good time
of the day. Everyone seems
to agree, at least in our time
and age, that it is an hour for
refreshment of some kind.
There seems to be an afternoon sag. The day has been
long and busy, and the pressures of the few remaining
hours become greater. There
appears to be, too, a sharper
awareness of time and work.
One suddenly realizes the
magnitude of things undone.
Surely four o'clock is not
the best time of the day for
thought and meditation. And
yet at this time the sun lies
longer and warmer on the
floor of the room, and the
shadows beyond the window
reach across the street and up

the walls of the white houses.
Perhaps there is a little parable here. Sun and shadow
are inevitably a part of four
o'clock in the afternoon. I
must see them both and use
them both, as God would
have them used, for thought
and a little learning and the
long peace which He alone
can give.
A few moments of my
birthday will be devoted, as
they were this morning, to
a thoughtful conversation
with Stephen. Somehow I like
to talk to him when no one
else can overhear. There is a
detachment and a purity of
heart about his approach to
life and living which is good
for anyone who has reached
four p.m. This morning he
told me a story which he saw
on television yesterday. It was
a very simple story of good
cowboys and bad cowboys.
For the time being, at least,
television is encouraging him
to see life in terms of black
and white. There are only
good people and bad people
-no gray people. From the
dubiously superior wisdom
of four p.m. I listen with care
and attention. Behind his
words I hear something else"out of the mouth of babes." I
realize that he has simplified
his life too much and that I

have complicated mine too
much. It is perfectly clear
that the truth lies somewhere
between us. Life is neither as
simple as he has made it nor
as complex as I have made it.
What I need at four o'clock
in the afternoon is Stephen's
approach, but with the additional remembrance of a wise
and patient Voice: "Except ye
become as little children."
Stephen grows tired of our
conversation and returns to his
usual horizontal position with
a book. My thoughts begin to
wonder. I suddenly remember
again that much of the wisdom of life rests in the proper
approach to recurring endings
and beginnings of time. In fact,
the good handling of beginnings and endings is an amazingly important factor in our
continuing quest for wisdom
and grace and dignity and
courage and peace. It is now
four o'clock, and I remember
that I am so constituted that I
think of much of life in terms
of beginnings and endings. Of
course, I am not alone in that.
All of us speak of milestones,
remember birthdays, celebrate
anniversaries. We divide our
days into morning and evening and hours. We must do
that because life and time
change. There is nothing static
about them. We never stand

still. As a consequence there
must be these artificially created moments when we suddenly become aware of the fact
that something old is past and
done and something new has
begun. At all other times we
may (and perhaps must) live
under the illusion of sameness
as hour follows hour and day
comes after day. There must,
however, be these birthdays
and anniversaries to bring us
to thought and to measure the
way we have come and peer
into the veil that hangs before
us.
Is it perhaps true that one
legitimate and valid division of humanity would be
between those who see life
and history continuously

and forever in terms of endings and those who see them
constantly in terms of beginnings? Perhaps that divides us
definitely more than anything
beyond the great gulf between
faith and unbelief. There are
those who linger regretfully
over the ashes of the past,
and there are those who look
hopefully for a new and flaming dawn, no matter how dark
the night and how bitter the
circumstances of the present.
Perhaps it is more necessary for me than ever before,
now at four o'clock in the afternoon, to remember that life
under the Cross must be lived
in terms of constant beginning. I must believe that all
experience is an arch where-

through gleams that untraveled world whose margin
fades forever and forever as I
move. This is of the essence of
wisdom. Wisdom is not found
-not even at four o'clock in
the afternoon-in inevitable
proportion to the number of
facts I may have stored in my
head or the number of books I
have read. Wisdom lies in the
proper handling of all these
things-in seeing life steadily
and seeing it whole, in seeing
the end from the beginning,
in a constant striving toward
a goal which, please God, I
may never reach, in walking
with God in the peace and
the power of those who have
learned what it means to walk
with Him. -1-

THE OLD CARDINAL
"Barna," reads my red, ripped, knitted cap, blushing with its own embarrassment,
white stringy ball on top.
"Throw it out," shouts my son.
"Wax the car with it," cries my daughter.
"So old and so silly," moans my wife.
They laugh and laugh again.
Scarlet hat perched upon my head makes them laugh, better than any joke I say at dinner.
"What's so old and silly," I protest.
"That old cardinal that smacks his head unto our casement window
each summer, just to let us know he's there."

Mike Delliquadri
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on the coverJames Nelson is Associate Professor of Psychology at Valparaiso University. He also works occasionally as a
photographer, specializing in photography of religious sites and architecture. In 1998, he spent a night in Valparaiso
University's Chapel of the Resurrection in order to capture the correct lighting for a photograph of the chapel's
organ. At dawn, he noticed the spectacular light shining through the chapel's east window and captured the
photograph that appears on the cover of this issue.
"Death Reversed" displays the crucifix in the chapel's chancel. The "Christus Rex" depicts Christ on the cross
with arms uplifted symbolizing both Christ's crucifixion and resurrection. The bronze sculpture was designed by
David Elder, formerly a member of the University's art faculty. Behind the crucifix, morning light streams through
the Munderloh Windows, designed by the Peter Dohmen Studios of St. Paul, Minnesota.

on poetsCharles Strietelmeier
is an ELCA pastor in Hobart, Indiana and a regular contributor to The Cresset.
Hans Edwin Winzeler
works as an agronomist and soil scientist in Pennsylvania. He studies the ways that terrain influences soil
variability and crop productivity in different landscapes.
Mark D. Bennion
has taught English at Brigham Young University-Idaho for the past eight years. His poems have been
published in Aethlon, caesura, The Comstock Review, Natural Bridge, and other journals. Mark and his wife,
Kristine, are the parents of three daughters.
John Solensten
has published three novels and two short story collections. He also has published more than twenty
individual short stories and memoirs and more than eighty poems. His plays have been produced by
theaters in Minneapolis, Duluth, and Oklahoma City.
Mike Delliquadri
recently retired after thirty-six years at Chesterton High School in Chesterton, Indiana where he taught
literature, composition, and creative writing.
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